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pADucAH DAILy. REGIktia 4ts,
•'Register. Mat. MAX ISA ,
Standard, Est. AO% z1S'
, • •
PADUCAH, KY., FRIDAY MORNING, JUNE 22 1906. n
,BEEF AND OIL TRUST VILLIANY 'TOWING CO,
IS RAPIDLY BREEDING ANARCHY * ASSIGNMENT
PADUCAH TOWING COMPAN/
--1
SENATQR LODGE__HCILDS NELSON MORRIS—UP-T-0--SCORNN--It 
OVER —T-0SENATE FOR CONTEMPT 0 F BOOKS—DECLARES PUBLIC
BE MADE TO PAY V., .:IL.L IIA2ROVZ=2:17:.; Rr.- YOHN ROCK.
CENTLY INSTALLED—JEERS AT ARGUMENT AGAINST
TIME LABELS.
Washington, D. C., June 20.—The is no longer any honor in American
meat 'trust came in for additional Lusiness.
-denunciation its the sendte yesterday. "The hearings before the house
"The meat rnonopoiists and the committee have brought out the posi •
• Standard Oil," declared Serstitoe tive assurances from the packers,"
Lodge, "are responsible for more said Senator Lodge, "that tbere is
socialistic opinion, or more anarch- nothing wrong with conditions in the
eietic tendency, than aoy other set packing plants."
of men in the netioti,Atiday. Not When he read from reports of in-
long ago an infect/4m, with Net- epectoso representing the city of
eon Morris was published, in which Chicago and state of Illinois, setting
'be expressed coneefeilt for the forth that it would cost from $300,000
writers of books. Popsiiilioehe writ- to $700,000 to mabe the changes in
ing of books will not lee regarded es the buildings of the packing plants
so contemptible aebertineeseinaismuch necessary to make them fit for the
as this agitationiiises :hem; brought business carried on in diem, and the
-about by a book's publication."oe $300.00o worth of plueibing would be
Senator Lodge was speaking upon needed to make ehem sanitary. The
the -1110 Ion of tgeselitor Proetor„ who contrast was brought out strikingly.
bad called. up the 'agOkottural appro. ' Will Collect Money Back.
eriation measure, incitsdireg the meat Senator Lodge didn't think the cost
inspection.Provistr, at14; -moved that if inspection would be borne by the
the emote übn4113tifigeffal in • packers without recouping them-
see-teen provisions' 'an & ildritand s selves.
• conference. "Judging the eitture by the past,"
the packers believe that ne—C7ti lo said, "they will collect it back
an tans are as etc! jiW eee geretel einie-s over from both pro
fresh," said the"SlassicloWatite- docers and consumers."
tor, "le: them announce the-fact thati -Xesterthelese, the senator insisted
way. If it ie ispit Tao good, Oho peoplf rthat the cost should be paid by thewill find it.out Land piacing the datet 'paekers. Steamboat inspeCtion is. . -77 .
paid for by the owners Of boats and
inspection of the processes of oleo-
margarine manisfecture is likewise
paid for by the manufacturers. Ths
packers are simply trying to defeat
the legislation by raising objections
on the iant,--:".No 4? Ile' harm."
Denotes/0,44,0 od 9.
But it was when the senatior dis•
cussed sanitary conditions in the
Chicago establishments that he was
most scathing. , He roundly de- to it. Their whole business historypounced Men of vest business inter-ibas been one of definaoce of the lawcoo ̀who had red their opportunities and the governmept.to no betteripuAiesilithri foe mere! The senators wre not done talk -greed of gain, to give demonstration irg when adjournment was taken and-of the et o prevalent theory that there the matter went over until tomorrow.
ROOSEVELT'S GOVERNMENT
OWNERSHIP PLAN LAUNCHED
THROUGH INVESTIGATION OF OIL AND FUEL DEPOSITS OFUNITED STATES AND BEST METHODS FOR MINING THEM.AND AUHORITY FOR PRESIDENT TO WITHDRAW FROMPUBLIC ENTRY ALL LANDS Sn UNDERLAID ARE PRO-VIDED IN JOINT RESOLUTION INTRODUCTED IN SENATE
TO PREVENT TRUSTS GETTING CONTROL OF SUPPLY
Wiasbington, June 21 —The first • "Whereas, It is the interests of themove in congress toward carrying coal and oil cutotnners of the coun-out President Rooeevithfs govern- try that the extent and character of▪ rnent ownership of cosi and oil fields these deposits be accurately deter--was enadle today by Senator La Fol- mined that the country may knowtette, of Wieeseivain. Senator. Is tins amount of its fuel supply andFollette introduced a joint 'etiolation may adopt such measures as willtailing first for a thorough investi-i conserve ii for the benefit of the, ration of the fug, and oil deposits' whole people; so be it.,of the United States and the best "Resolved, by the senate (themethod's of mining them ;and, sec- botne" of representatives concurring),oncl. resolving that. tisq,?pre,ijdent be That the secretary of the interioreuthorirecl to withdraw from entry cause to be made a thorough invests-aid ogle all public lands known : gation of the fuel, lignite' and oilbe underlaid with, fuel or oil.. ; deposits of the United States and re-in his special massage to Congress, port to congress the nature, extentsubmitted with the report on the in- and hest methods of ',reining the somevestigetion of the Standard Oil corn- so as operate them with the leastpay ,Presidetrt Roosevelt recom- amount of waste; and be itmended that congress consider a plan "Resolved, That the president beender which those oil and coil 'flelth authorized to withdraw from entryremairrin  under govcroment_enntrol—and
cot d contimred under thl, con- underlaid with coal, lignite or oil,-Ito] He made the recommendation and all such land. which, in the judg-in view of the tendency toward rail- meat of the director of the geologic-road monopoly of the country's fuel al survey, contains depositr of coal,t lignite and oil, be withheld'Small chance exists of favorable from entry or sale until such time asconsideration of the La Follette reso- congrese sihall determine otherwise."lotion at this ilessioh, but, comeng .
from La Follette and itutApir Alf, the POSTMASTERS
pfesident's course, 444- eonswerm4 . ARE APPOINTED.significant.
• .
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, aniere'S‘In4,sold to individtsals altd o- '
i o--+
e rapidly pasMotit ii.m14 O.,;o" . i - teVeg,
corporations that are it nir tr. Yeike and-
e eapply; and lisisslor IT Ildelk
titIPtelYi
II O.
' • • • Ludlow Petty Wqns at Shelbyville
The resolution folloirs:
_ and Mrs. Kirk at Paintsvile.'Whereas', The troverttlent 'ttf the'ree-Witshingtoti, June 21.—PrtSident'United States owns c than 40,- Romerveliti yesterday sent to the s-en-000,000 acres of publi(v1104,torderlaitt‘ ate the "Mowing Kentucky Postoffice'with coal and lignitk elteigeite, and nominations: Orrin A. Reynolds.Urge areas of lands containing oil Coringtott; 'George W. Bury, Clin-deposits; and •
'1Vhoreas, • 




Dry Spring Said to Have Caused Big
Harvest  Arl_ Srutt horn MAN& 
ustially successful to the promoters, Directors Vote .Unanimously .toand very elevating and beneficial
freen an educational standpoint, tot Adopt the Amended Charter.
tits thousands who have availed them-
selves of the opportunities furnished
fer. indulgence in this progressive
Hee. It is the initial affair of this
kind here and naturally it coulld not 
adopt the amended charter which
provides for the mutualization of the
society. There were present at the
meeting thirty members of the board
of direction, all of tinhorn • voted in
favor of the proposition. The new
charter provides, among. otherhtiaondris.
Ever since the opening day 
of those taking the project in things, the policy 'holders shall' Open- 'elect twenty-eight directors out of
elte board of fifty-two riwiratere utive Regarded As Direct S
re,
nowt! characters celebrated the 
at Shaw, Fairbanks and Root.cetintry over, have appeared and all TELEGRAPH AND PHONE ONEgreeted with large audiences which
always evidenced their appreciation of Same Wire Used Similtaneously forthe siiperb features by their repeated Both Kinds of Messages.eetefn for next presentations. In out-
lining the program they took the Denver, June demon-pick and choice from among the most stration of the simiultaneous use of a
single wire both for telegraphing and
for telephoning was given at the
twenty-fifth annual convention of the
Association of Railway Telegraph
Superintendents, which opened in
this city today. More than one hun- The president, it , is known, hasdeed superintendents are in attend- definitely *roached the matter of




head of doe Ohio organization, and,
be it said has oat encouraged the
president's lidvances.
The nesvotack of the president has
stirred up %tense intetest in Wash-
ington. It had been expected that
Mr. Tait would .go on •the supreme
bomb in the fall, when Justice
Drown will ratite, though this shift
has never been, Snore than tentatively
decided upon. Ur. Tae has not said
positively tboteage will,Folte the proffer
of the juditiar"place.
The president's talk can mean only
that he now . desires to show Mr.
Talk the possibility of ihi3 elevation
to the presidency, add a keep him in
the cabinet and in the arena of ac-
tive politics.
In mentioning Taft as the man to
beat &yam, the presicleot,hits a left-
handed blow at Fairbanks, Shaw, and
even at his eriend frpgteotecretary of
state, alt of whom are most protni-
tmntlYinelitmned aeideyCoincident e:Vitf7-'1hiAa"-re-vival
of the Taft presidential boom, was
another signiticam speech delivered
by Semite! Guinpers, president of the
American Federation of Labor, in
which the tabor leader again serves
notice of the active entry of organ-
lied labor into politics. It relates to
Timothy D. -SkrIllivan left for Wash- crop is the bergest and the quality the Taft propaganda, in that Mr. Taft's
;noes yesterday to prepare his resig- best ever known here.nation as a member of the house.Mr. Suiliven's resignation was re-quired under the law, as he will beit eawdidate for the state senate thisfall, and the constitution providesthat no persipn shall be eligible tothe kgielatute who, at the time ofhis election is, or within too dayspreiriotof thereto, has been, a memberof congress.
LIABILITIES GREATER
THAN CAN BE MET
APPRAISERS NOW AT WORK
VALUING JEWELRY STOCK
AT JOHN J. BLEICH'S
STORE.
John Sinnott Secured Reduction of




.Yesterday in the county clerk's
office at the courthouse, documents
were filed by the Paducah • Towine.
company making an aseignmene and
naming John Rock as assignee, to
teke charge of the business and wind
it up. The documents stated the in-
eebtedriess of the company was more
than it could meet therefore the
assignment was made in oftler every-
thing could be converted into cash,
and pro rated between theereditors.
Capt. Edward Woolfelk is preli-
tient and main owner of the towing
company, which numbers the late
George Rock estate as the 'largest
party indebted to. The company owns
the towboat Woolfolk, the Mary
Micheal, about ten fine barges and
other floating property valued in the
eeighborhocx1 of $4o,000. The
schedule of liabilities and assets has
not yet been made out, showing how
much the company owed others, and
how much was doe it, together with a
valuation of the property controlled.
All the property wr.II he disposed of
immediately. Mr. Woolfolk succeedol
the late George Rock as president of
the furniture factory, while the as-
signee is a son of the detearied, and
Ione of the executors of the Rock
l eitate. Daniel Fitzpatrick, JamesKoger and Saunders Fowler were
chosen yesterday by the court to ap-
praise the towing company's boats.
Yesterday afternoon the West Ken-
tucky Coal company filed suits in the
'United States court here, against the
'towing company, for $2,000 claimed
due for fuel furnished the concern's
towboats by the coal people. The
.boats were attached to satisfy the
debt.
Valuing Jewelry Stock.
J. H. Wanner, Joseph letter and
D. B. Sutton, all local jeweices„ yes,
terday started the work of appraising
the jewelry stock of John J. Beeich of
Broadway near Third street. The lat-
ter made an aseignment the first of
this week, and these three were
named by the county court to value
the stock of jewelry on hand. They
will finish Oren work today.
r. °or Farm Bids.
As it takes ten days which to
get bids upon the new poor farm
buildings, it will be about July loth
before the proposals, according to the
V L 23, NO. 43
CHAUTAUQUA ITRACTION COMPANY DENIES TOIOLOSES SUNDAY EXTEND LINE OVER NEW STREETS
LAS PRO VE1`61111h1SUALLY SUC
CESSFUL AFFAIR OF ITS
KIND.






Miss Ruth Hemenway, By Especial
ecpsest, Appears This Evening
At the Tent Just Before the
"Radium" Lectsre.
WANTS TO GO OUT BROADWAY TO NINETEENTH AND THENOVER TOWARDS MAYFIEI.D ROAD—A,LDERMEN DEFER-
1.i • ..' 3EZ SENTTO SECOND CLASS CITY COINFERENCE ABOUT LICENSETAX.
Last evening at the aldermanic ses- Chaneblin were absent from last eve-sion the Paducah Traction company nitrites gathering, and ,Alderman Pat-asked the°public officials to sell them ineripresided.more franchises permitting them toextend their system over new streets
now not covered by the oar line. Inthis grant now desired they went
permission to extend their lines out
from Seventeenth and Broadway,
to Nineteenth and Broadway, then
over South Nineteenth in a south-
easterly direction to Gutherie avenue,
and along the avenue to the May-
field moil, which will he Tennessee
street when the latter thoroughfare
is extended. On the mayor laying
their request before the board it was
referred to the railroad committee
to look into the advisability of grant-The first annual chateauquas given •mg the fraochise and report hack.ie this city, will be brought to a Members Hank, Starks andclose Sunday evening at Wallac - 
park, at which tiro there ends thc WILL MUTUALIZE EQUITABLEtenfdeys event which has proven un-
The Hokonsb-Lobb tie company
of Chicago, maintains a branch of-
fice here in Paducah and operates
out of here a boat or two which the
Paducah officials have assessed for
municipal tax purpose,. The corn-
pany aelos that this assessment be
wiped off the books as taxies are al-
ready paid on the boat o at Chicago,
the home office. Tbeititmest was re-
ferred to the finanoe committee for
investigation an. rc makadnda ti on .
-Miss Mary Lander fell into a ditch
dug on Kentnolloy avenue between
Fifth and Sixth by the contractors
putting down the storm .ewer and
(Continued on Pose Five. )
be fewetokl how the people would
take 4u the venture, sut tl* patron-
age has not been lacking in any par-
ticular, but to the contrary has far






eminent artists of the day, and their
selections have won the merited ap-
pros of the entire community.
Y Oxley and last night large
cro were out, and especially after
nightfall, when hundreds paced the
mmoth tent. The evening enter-tainment opened with an interestingand instructive lecture by Mr. Wil-liam S. Bettis, and this was followedby tame deennse address and otration of
"Liqu'd Air and Wireless Tele-graphy" by Professor W. B. Patty,one of the eminent scientific men ofthe country. This was the first timewireless telegraphy was ever demon-strated to a Paducah audience, andeH there availed therm selves of everymoment to grasp as much knowledge
ance. The sessioss will continue
two days, after which the superin-
tendents will spend three days on
excursions in this state.
MORGAN Ss YEARS OLD.
Alabama Senator Celebrates Birthday
by Urging Sea Level CitnaL
Washington, June at —Senator
Morgan today celebrated his eighty-
.  
second birthday by making a tong
speech in the senate in support of thc
bill for a sea level canal across the
Isthmus of Panama. Senator Perkins
supported the lock plan of canal. He
admitted that his preference would
be for a tide level canal if practice-Cents on the Dollar at 'Frisco ble, but said that so much time
oudd be required to constructSap Francisco, Jose21.—R. V'.such a water way that he consideredVosnier, who says he represents the it quite out of the question.in American Insurance Company of Bos-ton, arrived at Oakland yesterdayfrom Chicago. Homer stated that hehed been Lent here to settle witharchitect who says he does not know the policy-holdere of the company onwhether he will complete 'the plans ithe basis of eo cents on zhe dollar.lie said oleo tire corm:tally's Iosos inthe contractors
taking so long for San Francisco amounted to $1,200.000,
. ' 
to get up their figures, the contract of which $2oo,000 was reinsured.cannot be awarded before the time
(Continued On Page Five.)
INSURANCE "LIBERALITY"
New York, June 21.—The directors
of the Equitable Life Assurance So-
ciety tardily troteil. uneninvo It)
mentioned!. Judge Lightfoot hopedto get it awarded by the first of nextmonth, but cannot.
Only One Deed.
Property lying out in the county
has been sold by Master commis-
sioner Cecil Reed to Lee Waisner
pursuant to orders issued in the cir-tile court. The deed was filed withthe county clerk yesterday.
Assessment Reduced.
Judge Lightft • yesterday in thecounty court ordered reduced from
Stole° to Viso, the assessment onpremier belonging to John Sinetoitato Eleventh and Clay streets. Tirehotted of supervisors for the countyhad valued the property at $toteci forcounty and istate tax purposes, butthe owner claimed this was entirelytr. much, and appealed to the colinety court where a reductioi• of $1,yias made.
• .
(Continued on Page'Slx.)




'New York, June 21.-1..ongressman
Alto Pass, IlL, Jne 21.—Singuiarly
enought, the ereeptionlydy large
crops of wheat and early apples now
being harvested in southern Illinois
are accredited' to the long drouth in
the spring, whiciti at the time greatly
alarmed) the farmers. The wheat
ROOSEVELT HONORS GIANT
Receives Mathnow,' Big Man From
Russia, at the 'White House.
Wasbington, June V.—President
Roosevelt this afternoon received
Math-new ,the Russian giant. Mtath-
now 'was accompanied by his wife.
The president received him in Store-
Cioquoisi Business Men Try 
tery Loeb's office, shaking hands
with him and wishing him well.
to Secure Glass Works. 
menial deb, of this city, is corn- 
Henry County Goes Dry.D'uero-in, June 21.—The Com-
reeshicating with an Indiana 
Sulphur, Ky., June 21.—The result
works concern in an effort to 'seine 'bill in Henry county gives Leos ma-
glass ,of the voting tinder 'the county unit
a plant for Du Quoin. A bonus of j riot for puffin'', whisky out. Theroom is being subscribed by the temperance people of the ()minty have¶buniness merit and it is thought the worked hard, and arc gratified tothe company can be induced to locate know that not one precinct vot, 'Rotthe industry in this city. tee saloon.
•
0.•
Declaration of Chief Ex
ri
Washington, June al--PtesideatRoosevelt tohl callers at. the White
House today and yesterday, that, io
his opinion, William Jennings Bryan
will be thaftpenmeratic nominoe for
President in teofe, and that the only
nian the eepsOlicasts can put up
egainst him successfully is William
H. Taft, theliorsent tlishRtary of war.
the ,evideut per-
Ohio in Mr.
tor Dick is the
record in dealing with labor disputes
in Ohio, accoeding to the general
opinion here, would render him po-
litically weak. He granted a long
lisit of ink dons in his capacity of
federal it As, and in some caws, im-
prisoned officlails of labor organize-
Prior's.
Bosworth in Rate.
Frankfoet, Ky., June 31.—Henry
B osw (11 ,Volduetakr elate treas-
urer, tonight atmentneed his 'tandidacy
for the Demochtde nomination for
Auditor.
we' - -
House t asses Bill For Presi-
dent's Traveling Expenses.
Washington, June 21—The bill ap-
propriatinglaspoo for the traveling
expenee, of thirormident was passed




SEEMS THAT THE LITTLE
ONES HAVE PASSED THE
SPORT UP.
For a While It Was Great Pleasure
For the Little Ones, But Not
Enjoyed By Old People.
It seems that titte roller skating
craze that struck this city last fall
iass- t 
have been seen, on the streets for
weeks. For a long while the chil-
dren actually, .mionopolizd the entire
siderialk with their skates, sweeping
everything in front of them. The
pleasure seelaars have about skated
out all their desire for this sport, and
it seems to have been passed up
for the time being like other indulg-
ences of this character.
For a while the children swarmed
so that the city legislative authori-
ties were appealed to to enact laws
prohibiting it, but the officials de-
cided this unnecessary believing
that1 the healthy exetr4e did the
children more good than the older
people were endangered to accident
by being crashed into and knocked
down.
Many accidents of a minor nature
happened to the little ones by falling
while they were flying over the pave-
ments, but for months this did not
de ter them in 'their pleasure.
THE LAST OF THE
AMERICAN BISON.
The buffalo should be preserved and
renewed in the forest reserves. The
number remaining are but few. For-
tunately the little flocks in captivity
are widely scattered, so that no unex-
pected epidemic can suddenly com-
plete their extermination.
The Austin Corbin herd at Meri-
dden, N. H., now numbers one hun-
dred and fifty-four fine animals, one-
half of which are males. The new
herd in the Yellowstone Park. says a
writer ;n Outing Magazine. was start-
ed a few years ago with eigtfteen
cows firom The Flathead herd and
three bulls from the Goodnight herd
n Texas. Three calves have sine:
been captured from the wild herd in
the mountains, and the total number
now is forty-three. They are inclosed
in a large field near .the Mammoth
Hot Springs. and form one of the
most interesting spectacles in thn
park. The wild buffaloes in the park
at the time of its reservation num-
bered about four hundred. The poach-
ers and head hunters pursued them
remorselessly until tardily enacted
laws put an end to the nefarious traf-
fic. Concealed 'n the most unfre-
quented part of the park, the calves
exposed to wolves oral mootain
lions, the number has steadily declin-
ed. 'Six were found dead in the deep
snow last spring. And only about
twenty remain alive.
The Flathead herd in Montana,
when divided and partly sold a few
years ago, had increased to nearly
three hundred. They were the pro-
geny of about thirty-five calves saved
by the Indians at the time of the
final general slaughter, when the hide
hunters were engaged in their deadly
work. It was a profitable business
venture, for the animals are now
worth over two hundred dollars a_
piece.
The Hon. James Philip (best known
among his friends as "Scotty" Philip)
ha a herd near Fort Pierre, S. D..
which has increased from about
twenty-three. to one hundred and eigh-
teen. They an.. in a ett,iro.-• pro to.
c.ality admirably adapted to the buf-
falo, among the bluffs of the upper
Mississippi river. These animals are
magnificent specimens of the pure
















PART OF EVIDENCE HEARD
AGAINST ROSE THOMAS
YESTERDAY.
Terry Tucker Was Ordered Turned
Over to the Juvenile Court, Ac-
count His Tender Age.
Judge Sanders yesterday left open
the warrant in which Rose Thomas is
charged with shooting at Lottie Ladd
Sntitrtin,y  right  13:41-t A f the &Id-
dence was heard and the balance will
be taken today.
John Gaither was fined $to and
costs on the charge of breach of the
peace.
Terry Tucker was turned over to
the juvenile court, he being a small
lad accused of fighting.
Dave Scruggs was fined $3 and
costs and Willie Parker was fined $1
and costs for fighting. ,
There was left open the warrant
charging Louis Rona, colored, with
s fling whiskey without a license. It
will be taken up today, the officers
seeking more testimony.
CITY TAXES.
City Treasurer Dorian Will Have Of-
fice Open Tommorrow Night.
City Treasurer John J. Dorian will
have his office open tomorrow eve-
ning at the City Hall for the ac-
commodation of those property own-
ers who cannot get down during the
day to pay their taxes. The. treasur-
er will have his' office open several
nights next week for the benefit of
the public. H.' has a big week be-
fore hint as all the city taxes for
the first half have to be in by the
last of this. month, ease the ten per
cent penalty goes on
CROPS NEED RAIN.
Mr. Jones Reports That Many To-
bacco Beds Have Already
Burned.
Mr. George Jones, the ex-council-
man who now resides near Marott's
Mil. while in the city yesterday
stared that more rain was badly
needed in his neighborhood as the
heat from the sun was something
fearful and already hundreds of To-
bacco hech have been destroyed, and
riesch adational damage effected in
the ertae tine. For the past few days
light rains have fallen. but trreat in-
jury had been inflicted before that
time by the warm nays.
Notice of Sale
Having been selected trustee of the
Shoffner-Hayes Medicine company, of
Paducah, Kentucky, by a vote of
more than two-thirds of the stock
holders of said corporation, for the
purpose of winding up and settling
the business of said corporation, I as
such trustee will on the 9th day of
- •
1906, between the hours of to
a. in. and 4 p. in., at the place of
business of said corporation on the
earner of 7th and Broadway streets,
Paducah, Kentucky, offer for sale to
the highest and best bidder for cash
as follows:— •
All of the formulas of said cor-
peration, which includes the formula
Lnown as the Shoffner formula, and
formulas known as the Hayes
formulas and all trade marks be-
langing to each of said formulas;
also all machinery and fixtures!
of every , kind and description
used by said corporation in the manu-
facture of its medicines; also all of
the stock, medicine, merchandise, anu
yinled matter of every kind and de-
srription belonging to said corpora-
ton; also the good will of said
corporation. This sale to embrace
atd include all the assets of every
kind and description belonging to
said corporation, except book ac-
In action.
I will first offer for sale the
formula known as the Shoffner for-
mula and the trade mark belong-
ing to it.) I will • then next offer
for sale the formulas known as the
Hayes formulas, and the trade marks
belonging to same; I will then, next
offer all the machinery and fixtures of
every kind and description esed in
the manufacture of medicine by the
Sl-offner-Hayes Medicine company,
and all medicine, ,..merchandise,
printed matter, and all other ma-
terial of every kind and description
belonging to said corporation, includ-
ing the good will, except the afore-
=aid accounts, etc.
After making the aforesaid salts
separately, I will then offer for sa;e.
a I the aforesaid formulas, trade
marks, medicines, fixtures, machin
c., above described as a whole, and
will accept the highest and best h:d.
If the aforesaid sale shoulld fail
to bring sufficient amount to pay
the liabilities of said corporation, I
%ail: then after for ‘sale to the high-
mid best bidder for cash, all the
I.- ell, secee-cts, notes, and choses in
h :ging to said corporation.






He Will Open a LaLrge Buffet With
Pool and Billiard Rooms
Attached
Mr. Louis A. Lagomarsino will
leave tomorrow for Sheffield', Ala.,
to locate and, enter business, but hi3
family will not folow him for some
days.
With his departure Paducah loaas
a popular citizen. and his friends wish
him well in his new field.
Mr. Lagomarsino is a member cf
the Elks' Building company that has
charge of constructing the new home
being erected by this lodge on North
Fifth street and he said his departure
would not trecestate his resigna-
tion as a director of the company,
because the concern would be a
thing of the past in about thirty
,days, when the structure will be com-
pleted and formally turned over to
the lodge by the company avhich
SECRET OROER
CEREMONIES
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS READY
FOR ANNUAL MEMORIAL
AFFAIR.
There Are Fourteen Departed Mem-
bers in Whose Memory the Ex-
ercises Are Rendered.
The local Knights of Pythias have
completed arrangements for the an-
mentnr int aaaparaees_
morning at which time the sermon
will be delivered to them by Rev.
lashman at the Cumberland Presby-
terian church. Mr. Aubrey S. Barks-
c:ale, the lodge keeper of records and
seals, has sent the following out to
each member directing them to at-
tend;
"The annual memorial services of
Paducah lodge No. 26, Knights of
hythias, will be held at the Cum
berlanal Presbyterian church, Sunday
morning, June 24th, 1906.
"Members will meet at Castle Hall
at half past ten, sharp, and attend
these services in a body. You are
requested, and urged, to be present."
The list of the dead is L. D.
Caldwell, Gus Claric, James A. Bryan,
John L. Powell, Joseph A. Bryant,
W. A. Gilliam, E. B. Jones, Andy
Weil, Jr., G. P. Robinson, Edward
Gleischman, Abram L. Weil, C. J.
Wilson, Harry Wheeler and J. M.
Bunker. It is in their memory that
.:his service is conducted.
then goes out of existence, as its se-
lection by the lodge was for the sole
purpose of managing the construc-
tion of the home.
Mr. Lagomarsino was also presi-
dent of the Paducah. Carnival Associ-
ation which gave the spring festivals
for a number of years past, but at
fast Tuesday night's session the com-
pany dissolved, it being decided not
to give any more annual entertain-
ments as by the one last May the
promoters lost about ST 50o.
Building the Bridge.
The African natives were much 'n-
terested in the building of the great
bridge' across the Zambesi at Victoria
Falls. They were mystified as the
cantilever arms crept out from the
cliffs. A chief was asked by his col-
lictor what he thought about it. He
replied that the playmates of the gods
could, of course, do anything, and
vette on to say that evidently the chief
gcd of the white man was holding up
the two Sides until further orders.
Another always predicted disaster,
and kept his unbelief until the bitter
end. When he saw the arch joined.
he pinned his faith to a tragedy tc.r
the first engine and tr -Ol that wo-ild
pass over. He was convinced :hat
the bridge would fall down as soon
the train reached the middle. With
a view to seeing his prophecy fulfilled
he came with a full retinue, molt:ding
many wives: and saw the tracks, come
oven. We believe that he was sadly
disappoined, and that the faith of Fri,
tribe in him as a prophet ha.: waned.





At Benton tomorrow the Masons
hold their St. John's day celebration,
v hile at Lovelaoeville the Masons and
Odd Fellows combine and g.ve a
mammoth affaie. Many people from
this city will be at both places, but
the most, probably, will be at Love-
laceville. At that place Hon. Hal S.
Corbett of this city will be the
orator of the day. At LaCenter to-
morrow night a new mason.,c lodge
will be instituted.
1 Modern Woodmen.Mr. A. J. Bamberg will r.. turn to-
day from Henderson where he went
to help initiate a large class into the
Modern Woodmen of America lodge.
He is district organizer for this
secret order. (
Will Start Battle for $roo,000 Estate.
Denver, Colo., June 21.—Miss Jessie
F. Anderson, the telegraph operator
at the IB yawn Palace Hotel, who fell
heir to $roo,000 by the death of ,her
sister, Mrs. Nellie B. Culvon of Los ,
Angeles, will have to fight to get the
money. Suit to break Mrs. Culver's
will is to be instituted .by Mrs. Bar-
clay Hampton of this city, a sister of
the dead woman.
The stit is to be 'brought on be-
half of eight heirs—brothers and si?-!
ters of Mrs. Culver, The groun.ls
:ire that Mrs. Culver was too inconi-




Court Kills Chance of Recovering
Defalcation of Former
Treasurer.
Lincoln. Neb.. June v.—By a dcci-
.ion of the Nehraska ciprerne -court
today the last chance of the state of
Nebraska to recover $5oo.000, the
amount of the defalcation of former
State Treasurer Joseph S. Bartley,
has gone. On the groutyll that the
hill of exceptions in the case wa-. not
properly certified to the wormy..."
court the exceptions were qtrasilv:d.
Bartley was in offer from 1893 to
INJURED PEOPLE.
---
Otto Dickerson's Arm Will Not
Have To Be Amputated—Others
Hurt.
Mir. Otto Dickerson's ilitirecl arm
contointres improving, and now the
physicians hare no doubt but what
it will not necessitate amputation
He was shot ten days ago in the arm
'at Blodgett. Mo.. by an officer serv-
ing a warrant charging Dickerson
with carrying concealed weapons.
Hostler Wlm. McCann. of the I
C.. is confined at his horn': with pain -
kit bruises caused 'by fii!ling from
an engine at Eleventh :nid. Broad-
way. He was knocked tol:onscions.
Constance. the eight y- 'r old girl
of Mr. Charles Toyner, of "ourteenth
and Clay streets. is starring from a
badly bruised arm cause-) by falittg
from a tree into which she hal
climbed.
LEST YOU FORGET.
All tax payer.; are 'newly respect'
remindeal that the first half 0
city taxes are now tine.
Ten per cert re-nalty is added tot
ail June bills remaining unpaid Juiy.
the first. We desire that you escape
this additional cost, and also the .111
noyance f waiting your turn in the
rush of the last few days. Therefore
we request you to kindly call at the
treasurer's office soon as possibl.





....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T MILLE?, Agent. •
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY'
BY USING THE













"Saves 25 per cent.. of the Operator's1
Time which is your time.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
so BROADWAY, NEW YORK. 
--roar4911.
MAIN AND FOURTH STREET, LOUISVILLE, KY.
CENT
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or on say kited it, terms, stimittram have recehed our complete Pros I=
at smr
SWOOP illustrating and ng every kind of high-grade and low=
bieles, old pattern,* and test models, and kern of-our remarkable
!WOKS and wesdierlfsi sow sews made possible by selling from factory
direct to rider with so middlemen's profit*.
WIMP tral APIIIIMPONL Mains. • cent depoest. Pay Um Freight and
allow 10 Days Fess Tits1 and make other liberal terms which no °the,
house hi the world do. You will learn everything and get much :rats
able information by simply writing us a primal.
We need a Skim. Amapa in every town and can offer an .opportunity
So make mosey to suitable young men who apply at once.
DO NOT BUT A Encrosz









(CASH WITH WIDER 
S's...)NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS, CAC-
Nollos tho thlek robber tread1 vs. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS. ell" and ponetura strips "B"Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can and ::13," aim rim strip "II"
be -,.ulcanized like ;111V other tire. So 
dr* will outlast any other
greweat rim eutUng. This
Two Hundred Thousand pairs ..ow km actual ine. Over
Coventy-tire Thousand pairs sold last year. 111411klitA8.--r i)Dirrthur.LAITIc anap
IIMSORIPTION t Made in all sizes. It I. lively and easy riding, wry durable and lined inside
with a special quality of rubber. which never becomes porous and which claws up small punctures
without allowin• the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers abating
that their tires have only bees pumped lip pew or twice in • whole semon. They weigh no more than
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being Oven by several layers of thin, specially
prepared fabric on the tread. That "'holding Back" sensation commonly felt when riding on asphalt
or soft road. is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from being
squeezed out between the tire and the road thus overcoming all suction. The regular price of these
tires is .gli.yo per pair, but for advertising purposes we are making • special factory price to the rider
of only $4.80 per pair. All orders shipped same day letter Is received. We ship C.O.D. on •pproval.
You do not pay a cent until you have examined and found them strictly as represented.
We will allov • cash dlonount of :t per cent (thereby making the price 84.66 per pair) if vou send
rim". UASII WITH ORDEr and enclose this advertisement. We will also mod one nickel
plated brass hand pump ant: ..ro Sampson metal puncture closers on full paid orders (these metal
puncture closers to be used in case of intentional knife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returned
it 011itt expense if for any reason they are not satiafactory on examination.
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us is as safe as in a bank. Ask your Postmaster,
Banker, Express or Freight Agent or the Editor c4 this paper about us. If you order • pair eil
these tires, you will foul that they will ride easier, tun faster, wear better, last longer and look
finer than any tire you bove ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well p;eased
that whes you want a tricycle you will give us your order. We want you to send us • small trial
order at three, hence this remarkable tire offer.
00AS1 bellt-up-wheeds noddles pedals, ports and repairs, littuER-BITAKESt, everything it. the bicycle line are sold by us at half thew
prices charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big oUN DRY cataloirue.
DO NOT WAIT 
hut write us a postal today. DO NOT THINK OP lit VINO,'
bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone until you know the yew air.
'Ilieniderfut offers we are making. It only costs • postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
vrr-ora
IIFJID CYCLE COMPANY, Dept.i"JL" CHICAGO. ILL
GOOD MORNING
Did you swallow your shar (Iasi last night? I have a full line a
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled*
etc., various grades and various pr:zes.
Help your neighbor keep down t he dust.
EdD.Hannan





















.A SONG NIAY FIND LOST BOY 
TRAITS OFINHERITANCE. !
I En Books as Well as in Life Them 
LOST PARADISE.
A recent dispatch, from Evalis‘',110
says: A song may find a lost ijoy,,
A song ;may aecomplish what al
llaeart-broken father and huadreris oi
friends have failed to do. The him-
plc words of "The Lost Glee; sung
in a sweet voice may fall upon the
sear of some one who knows v..11,te
Richmond Byers is and has be el for
the past two years. And that ziersoa
with heart touched by a son,-
the word- pictures of a sorrowing
irnother waiting with anms outsto4ch-
ed for the return of her sweet-fasse
child have failed to make an irepres.
sakm, will take Richmond Byers, for
whom almost an (nitre nose: has
been hunting, back to 'Seeleyville and
home.
Ta -ene Nri7' wtitT Fd----17-11C1
-do Hargrave of Jasonville,
who has dedicated his piece to little
Richmond Byers. The proceed;
from the sale of the song will be
deposited in the First National hank
of jasonville to be heild as a reward
for "any one who shall restore to
-ills went, little Richmond Byers or
give any information that may lead
-directly to his recovery before Jan.
Large Sale is Expected.
Mr. Hargrave has written other
eons and they have proved good
sellers. When he read the story of
-the disappearance of Richmond By-
ers he wrote "The Lost Child." The
piece has lately come from the press
•and ha alreaely met with a good
iialejl Mir 'Hargrave believes that
thousands: of dollars may be raised to
be used as a reward to the person
who will return the little boy with
a nick in his ear to the sorrowing
Seeleyville parents. Many of the re-
tailere who have offered the song to
the trade have found it necesaary to
send in larger orders.
The cover for "The Lost Child '
is very attractive. Then is a large
pictune of a father and mother sit-
ting at an open gate with their tiny
daughter, who in tarn plays aith
doll. Underneath this cut is a pic-
ture of Riclernond Byers. the same
that has been teed in almost enery
newspaper in the country during the
past few months Can the inside of
the cover is a brief history of the
disappearance of Richmond Ilye-s
sand the plan for saving rhe money
derived from the sale of the song
as a ;award for his return.
Lines of "The Lost Child."
The lines of the song follow:
Sad is the home where a mother is
waiting.
Hoping and longing for tidings in
vain,
Sadly she mourns with heart that is
breaking.
Only to see her lost darkiag twain;
Hope, like a flower, slowly is dying,
Never to bloom again in life's
Ifitg years
Lonely the fireside where sad Hearts
are sighing
Once light with joy, now but laden
with tears.
Oh. bring back to my arms my dar-
ling baby
Once more to clasp him to my ach-
ing heart.
Life is ,o dreary and lonely without
him,
Oh. give him back In me ere hope
dlepart.
Oh, could the prayer of a 'heart-
broken nwither,
Pleading in vain for her own dar-
ling boy
'Whisper its love to the heart of an-
other,
V1/flan could recall her heart's, idol
and joy.
Somewhere he'q waiting, memay
still lingers,
Dream* of a mother's love ne'er
fade away.
Hope on, Mill truvting while sweet
hope still lingers,
Love may return your lost danling
sanW day
Monett their boy dieappeared
from home two years ago May 29,
Dr. and Mee. Byers are still prose-
cuting their search. Hundreds of
boys have been reported to them,
but none bore the tell-tale marks by
which they will know him, the cross-
ed left eye and the tiny nicle in his
lef
Many Liast Bows Reported.
Letter; telling of lost boys as far
away as Austin, Tex., Pensacola,
Fit.; Decatur, Ill., arid Dee Moines.
Iowa, have come to them and DT.
'Byers has followed down every clew
offered, all without success. None
of these Chilchen have in any way
sembled their l'Itle one. The large
number of homeless waifs he has
seen makes the hope of DT. and Mrs.
Byers all the stronger that some day
they will find their little Richmond.
Every possible means have been
adopted to find, the boy. Thoiszh
nanny of their neighbors and friends
'have long since given up hope. the
varents have not and they will never
feel satielied until ,each, .clew has
teen rev down.
Book Gives Mother Hope.
Recently Mrs. 'Byers has manag:td
to concentrate her mind long enough
to read the first book she has found
intoreting since the day her baby
traeed off down the village street
never to return. It told she story of
a boy, kidnapped when a baby, whose
parents never heard of him until they
found his eon, their grandchild, and
Viwotugh hint learned of the life of
tircir own missing child. This story,
imaginary in all probability, has serv-
sal -lo fasten the belief in the moth-
er's insied that her Rich, with a cross-
od eye and a nick in his ear, will re-
turn to her.
Timber Wealth of Central America.
Nearly all of the northern and
eastterti part of Guatemala is covered
with a dense 'tropical forest, consist-
ing of mahogany, different kind e of
cedar, chicle and -other hard woods.
Along streams down,, which logs can
-be floated much of the mahogany
has been cat, but as yet very little of
the other woods have been marketed.
This is especially true•of the  detoatia
mews of Pesten, Alta Verapaz ana
Most of the forests still belong to
the government, and the usual meth-
(Pd 0Sf sectwing the timber is by con-
cession by Which a certain nutriber of
trees are cut at a given price p.m-
(me, or a stipulated sum- is paid for
the timber on a given tract. It is
not an easy matter to get titles to
large tracts of land in Guatemala, as
it is discouraged by the government
These concessions are not usually
granted for a longer period than five
years. Sometimes it is stipulated
that if a certain number of trees are
cut during that time they must be
renewed.
The pine forests are liersiutd, being
in the mountainons country princi-
pally and inacoa;sible. Most of the
lumber used comes from the United
Skates, principally from Californ;a.
The forests of this country are, gen-
realty SA inaccessible that the rail-
road companies import nearly all
their ties and even import coal, be-
cause it is difficult for them to get
enough firewood.—New York Her-
ald.
Marriage and Health.
Mlarriage is an institution highly
conducive to the health' of both hus-
band and wife, says American Medi-
cline Statistics prove that among
married men over twenty years of
age and svomen over forty the mor-
tality rate is far less than among
those who remain sine. Among
the widowed and divorced the mor-
tality is eecceptionaly greet. Suicides
among the unman-ied are much more
numerous than sewing the married.
The matrimonial state promotes tem-
perance in every form. Furthermore
the probable duration of lite of a
married man of thirty exceeds that
of his unmarried brother by five
ware. and the wife may inspect to
live one year longer than a single
woman of the same age.
She Snubbed Napoleon.
Muime de Chevreast, a represen-
tative of one of the noblest farrsifies
in France, declined the honor which
Napoleon wished to confer on Ecr
that of being maid of honor to his
sister-in-law, the quern of Spain
She afterward became Josephine's
dime du palaia, but always affected
to look down on the imperial ccnart.
One (Lay she went to a reception at
the Tuileries blazing with diamonds
"Valiat splendid jewels,' remarked
Nap, .'eon. ".Nre they all realr.
"Mon Dieu, sire, I really don't know,
but at any rate they are quite good
enough to wear here!"
HISSED AND THREATENED
BY CROWD IN COURT
Is Wife of Wealthy Brewer. on Trial
for Murder.
Sioux Falk, S. D., June 21.—Mrs
Emma Katiffmann, wife of a wealthy
loewer, was again brought into court
t oay for the conclusion of her pre-
li-ninary bearing on a charge of man-
slaughter in having caused the death
of her servant, Agnes Polrels. Mrs.
Kauffmann was hissed when she en-
tered the court room, and when she
came out an angry demonstration
was made, and cries of "lynch her"
%vete heard.
Opening Crow Indian Reserva-
tion—Tickets will be sold to Sheri-
dan Wyo., Billings and Miles City,
Mont, Dates of sale June to to 26,
1906. Round trip rate I,29.9o.
The greater part of the almost $2,-
000 .000 worth of firecrackers annually
exported by China comes to New
York And the United States stands
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Are Certain Strong Family
Besznehlance.
One may imagine an artist attempt,
lug, on a wager, to paint a landscape
without using a single tone of yellow
let us say, or blue, says Frederic Ta
ber Cooper, in the Dooktrs.n. In tht
same way one may imagine a nov
ellst writing a story of a man and a
woman, so detached from the outside
world, so silent regarding their ances-
try, their past lives, their present
surroundings, so nearly a record of
two naked souls, that heredity and
environment may be said for once to
be eliminated. But such a picture,
such a story, would be a mere tour
de force, not an honest transcript from
life. Every landscape must contain.
In varying degrees, some yellow and
sena  blue Ever,y-htunen story-
concern itself with traits inherited
La' acquired through
the company we keep.
And the novelist to whom his char-
acters are a living reality, men and
women whom he thinks of as having
an existence outside the pages of his
book, needs no pi..naptnga from Dar-
win In order to make us recognize
the ties of blood and of propinquity
—any more than the photographic
lens needs to be prompted in order
to show, in a family group, how the
father's eyes, the mother's lips are
mirrored back in the faces of son
and daughter.
It is not venturesome to say that
in some of our best English novels,
In "Belinda" and "Emma," in "The
Newcomes" and "The Mill on the
Floss," there is often more heredity
than Miss Edgeworth or Miss Austen,
than Thackeray or George Eliot were
conscious of putting there. Take any
novel of the first magnitude, in which
• whole household is described, three
generations of genial, kindly gentle-
folk, the sort of family that it would
be a privilege to know in real life.
One of the granddaughters, let us say,
Is the author's chief concern, and the
whole book revolves around her per-
sonality.
Now if the book is based upon an
Intelligent observation of life it is
not a vital matter whether the author
has worked out the heredity for you,
like logarithms, down to the tenth
decimal. You are tree to work It out
for yourself, to trace the heroine's
qualities, good and bad, back to their
various sources; to oonjectare about
her many things which the author
sew once mentioned, perhaps nev-
er even thought of. In books, as wall
as in real life, there are certain fain-
tly resemblances that are never err
Uced until pointed out by some cos-
paraUve stranger.
THE OLD, OLD STORY.
Rut the Night Grew Suddenly
Chilly and the Love-Making
Was a Frost.
Slowly they walked In the twilight
--he and she, writes C. W. Taylor, in
the Chicago Tribune.
He was no longer in the heydey of
youth.
Time, however, had laid light hands
upon him. So had his barber, but
oftener and more artistic-stir, and he
was well groomed.
She was a rare and radiant maiden,
known to the regular frequenters of
Spotcash & Co.'s great emp.irium of
trade as the girl at the robbon counter.
"Miss Mildred." be said, with a sort
of premonitory cough, "let us suppose
a ease."
'A case of what kind, Mr. Mate-
wer?" she asked. "Notions? Or rem-
&SW'?"
.1.tat us not talk shop, Miss MU.
dred. If 'cue' suggests business I
will vary the phrase. Let us consid-
er a hypothesis."
"A what?"
"A hypothesis. A hypothesis is a
supposition, an assumption, a postu-
late, a working basis, or an idea taken
for granted, for the purpose of laying
a foundation, establishing a proposi-
Uon, or demonstrating a fact Get
the idea?"
"0, yes; anybody can understand
that. La there more of ttr
"There is. Some day, my dear girl.
you expect to marry somebody."
"Is that the hypo—hypo---"
"No; that Is one of the eternal
verities. Every pretty girl expects to
marry somebody, bier° is the ij.pth
.gnie lowe man, slightly
past the blooming period of youth,
but well preserved, in full possession
of health, strength, and all his intel-
lectual faculties—"
"A hypothesis is a man, is it?"
"He's a necessary part of this one
Suppose some such man as I am de
scribing, not at all III looking, and
possessed of a reasonable ghats, of this
world's goods, should fall wildly,
madly, desperately in love with yore
Miss Mildred—"
"Well?"
"And offer you his had and heart
—do you think you could learu to
love him?"
They walked along a block or twe
In silence.
Then Mr. Matewer spoke again.
"Feels a little as if it were -going
to snow, doesn't it, \Miss McGinnis?.
he said.
Strong Argument
Worcester, England, has refused to
eve the government a site for a car'
airy barracks, though one of the city
councilmen used a strong argameilt
urged that the presence of 1,604)
in town would end the pre




For some time the man had seemed
Ico be asleep. He sat back in one cor-
ner of the carriage, his eyes closed, the
lower lip dropped, his slack lingers
nursing in his lap the pipe that he
had relinquished. opposite to him sat
his wife, a shrunken woman with tight
lips, fiat hair, and an anxious aye. As
she watched him and pursued the train
of her thoughts she now and then
shook her head as if with disapproval.
She was natarally garrulous, but was
restraining herself. As a girl she
had been rather pretty than not; none
could have guessed it now.
Suddenly the man sat up and
opened his eyes; he tapped the bowl
of his pipe against his boot and be-
gan to refill it..
tioufite—hisd a. Wee- sleep," said the
WOOLLII.
The man seemed in no hurry to an-
swer. He was startles; blandly at the
flat, sliding country as the local train
puffed and waddled on its slow way to
the sea. It was not until his pipe was
Lit that he turned to her and told her
that he had not been asleep at all.
"Not been asleep?" she said, in a
high-pitched, aggrieved voice. "Well,
If I'd known that. Why, I've been par-
ticularly careful not to wake you all
this time."
"Thank you," said the man, without
enthusiasm. "Look here," he contin-
ued. meditatively, "when I was first
--er--taken ill, and you had to get me
signed up and put away—"
"Now, George, please don't remind
me," said the little wonsan, with some
appearance of distress.
"If I don't mind being reminded you
needn't," said the man, stolidly. "What
I want to know is when I was taken
ill was I in any way violent? Did I
want to do murder to anybody?"
"No; fortunately we were spared
that. You didn't even try to break up
the furniture. So far as your doing
any harm was concerned, I might have
kept you at home all the time, only the
d ictor said It wouldn't do. No; you
just sat there smiling. You were a
millionaire, so yon said. Ready you
were to write checks for any sum I
might mention. And the things you
wire going to buy—well, there was no
ii.nit to them. You owned three gold
mines and I don't know what else. It
was perfectly horrible to listen to
you."
"Was it?" said the man slowly
"Well its all over now. I'm sitting in
a third smoker, going to the seaside
on a fiver borrowed from my brother
Wee didn't want to lend it. When
that's done I go back to work at two
quid a week."
"Yes, you know what your position
Is well enough now. You're as sane
as anybody, but think bow awful it
sr-sa for me then." Once launched
nron the subject of which she had not
wished to be reminded she seemed
rather to 'Ike to dwell upon it; possi-
bly she eauld have welcomed any
topic that gave her natural garrulity
a chance. "And that wasn't-all 1 had
to put tap with," she continued. "Why
at one time you didn't know me—you
called me Dora."
"Did I?" the man asked with
erness.
"You did indeed—and that out once
nor 29 times; and all your talk was
Ills bits of a poetry book. My sloer
was there at the time; I'm sure I don't
know how I should have got on with-
out her. She couldn't help hearing
what you were saying, and she asked
me if you knew anybody of that name.
Of course I could tell her we did not
and that it was lust your light-bead-
ednesa. Never befcre nor since have
I known you to be so complimentary
a* you were then. You said things
about my eyes and hair that were quite
beyond the mark, and Carrie said It
made her shudder to listen to them.
Are you going to sleep again
George?"
The man had fallen back Into his
former position. "No," he said wearily.
"Wouldn't be worth while. We shall
be there in five minutes. Whet do you
want to keep on about things tor?" -
"What?" said the woman angrily. "I
do Ilk, that. Me keep on indeed! I'd
like to know which of us it was that
started on th. subject. Perhaps you'll
tall me that."
The man remained th his eyeslip
closed, silent, his face 1 assive.
"No, you won't tall 
mt 
because you
deren•t. You know perfectly well it
was you who begun on it and against
my Iv ishea. I  know. -1-1014.-Yen.-4bat-4-
bated to talk about it. Notwithstand-
ing N‘hieh I began to answer your
guest Ions in a civil way and get noth-
ing bit, &Mae for my trouble. The fact
Is that you're not grateful to anybody
for anything. You're not grateful to
your brother for this money he's lent
us. No; if you were to meet the very
doctors that cured you you wouldn't
say a.s much as a thank you."
For the...fIrst time the man smiled
"All right," be said, "I dare say I vs.'
a bit unreasonable. It's true, too, it i
met those doctors I shouldn't think
them."
The train slowed Into the station.
The man rose and lifted their shabby
luggage down from the rack. "Nil" be
added, speaking at if to himself, "I
think I should kill them."
"What's that?" the woman asked
sharply.
"Never mind. ti re, catch hold of
that basket."—The Tat: et.
eag
Fatherly Advice,
Daughter—This rIano is really my
very own. isn't it, papal
Fa—Yea, my dear.
"And when I mar. y, I can take it with
me, can I?"
"Certainly, my ct Id, but don't tell
anyone. It might spoil your chanties."
--N. Y. Weekly. *
alltesa
S. P. POOL L. 0, STEPHSN60/L
?ADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO•
UNDWAKERS AND EMBALMERS.
BOTH 'PHONES/ 203-20S S. THIRD ST.
NO. no
WAaRT'AATI;ESRA-fORE
Mad to 115 way
WE ARE NOV/ aolss'aek.o.a sit-. AVttA IN WALLPA-
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN 0 FFERED. 4
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
ORFER YOU,
132222422======
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 2 0 cents per roll, we will sell for
isc per roll.
'Paper 
us ally sold at roe we will
sell fo
Sc, c 
....Paper usually sold at Sc we will
sell at sc.
We carry a large and cernplete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
C. C. Leo. 315 hay.
4111164 01)"+"Aa7.:44.A' +74,11,4 elf) I irAle
J I, COT; LSON
...P LUMBING.
Steam and Dot Water Heating.






Office 106 Broadway Phonea:Oftice 385—Residence 1696
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL MIA r vimnotN KEI,ITUCKY FARM I. SAM
IMINITHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT, WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE :JET
tr.DC; lk W. WINTYTEMOILIt. ttasheasork
Abram L. Well ec Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.





OFFICE PHONE 484-a RESIDENCE PHONE sag
Mattil, Efingera Co.
- Undertakers—a-id tinbalmersT.
130 8. THIRD STREET;
AR:41=11
•-see
ThE ItE01 S IER
JAMES E. veluutpic, President
JOHN WI L HELM, Treasurer.




it Register laufffeing, 523 Broadway.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-









Anyone failing to receive this paper
'regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Friday, June 12, rood.
The Improved Streets.
• There is somethig radically wrong
about the street imiprovenss. in Pa-
ducah if the evidence now at hand is
worth anything. We do not mean
to ..chorge that there is anything
crooked about the matter but we do
charge that the city and property
holders art not getting what thy
expected-good substantial work and
material. We do nob Wow who is
at fault, but a fault exists somewhere.
In this city better sidewalks curbing
and :streets have been torn up than
those put down in the place of them.
The Register does not call atten-
tion to the matter for a purpose oth-
er than to discuss a matter in which
the city is vitally interested and the
shameful waste of money which 's
becoming so apparent every day On
Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth
streets between Kentucky aventr:
and Jefferson street, the street built
by a local contractor and finished a
year ago is now full of holes and
sunken places, and at points the con-
crete foundation ander the brick has
broken through and dangerous holes
appear. The bitulithic WOTIC put
on Broadway eighteen months
„ggo is such a poor job that is has
never been accepted by the city, and
be it said to the contractors' credit,
they have never asked the city to
accept it yet. The concrete curb and
gutter put down at the same time
from Fifth to Ninth streets, in
Many places is cracked and crurnblig
away, s•o muth MP that between Sev-
enth asdi Nigillertrests at least one
half of it will have to he taken up
and replaced with new material; and




brick stereo. Aatifil on Kentucky aye-
be and Jefferson starts last siumner
end fall indicate hollow places be-
neath them and if the concrete found-
ation gives way a paeched street is
the result.
As to the cats-.e of the poor work
on jobs the city has been getting, we
do not propose In say further than
it is the result of either the late gen-
eral council providing for the use of
inferior' ditittifiitif7t1ie use of inferior
material by the contractors when
good material should have been used;
poor work-meerrabiui, or the haste in
doing lift' ev4WIMIbwing excavations
for sewers 'J aba.relaying of water
and gas pipes, or ff. it is neither of
the entime7-at.11 above. then it
must be that the porous soil of this
city prevent a 'substantial job by not
supporting the founektion. If tither
of the letter two suggestions are the
cause of the poor work, the contract-
ors should profit by their past ex-
perience sod Good and roll the
open street until it be made solid. be-
fore laying the concrete foundation.
The city has x fiire year guarantee
from the
It is all Neell enought to cry out
"civic pride" and call for nice look-
ing streets and sidewalk's, but When
it comes down to the cold business
proposition of paying for them then
the people want something substan-
tial and durable. The average prop-
erty owner does not object to pay-
ing his part towards improving the
city, but he wants something that
will last, and be does not relish the
idea of seeing a better sidewalk paid
for by 'him taken up and thrown
away, just to see a more costly and
less durable pavement put in its
place,
The city and:She property-holders
are spending something- like $sao,000
for streets, sidewalks, curbing and
guttering and about the time they
get it paid for the improvement is
found to have crumbled to pieces
C2cPense _ inetat
again. •
The city jumjeci into the street im-
provement business a little too quick
and rushed things so that now the
people are beginning to open their
eyes. The work is here to speak for
itself and any one who doubts the
correctness of our statement can
easily satisfy himself by a trip along
the streets named and see the condi-
tion of the- work. Quite a number
of the largest property holders pro-
pose to resist the payment for the
improvement ,and The Register as
a public journal merely calls the at-
tention of the public to conditions as
they exist. The contracts have been
let and the work is being done, and
a lot of it will have to be done over
again. It will be an expensive lesson
for the city, and already the care
of the streets is proving a big ex-
pense, and we expect much litigation
to ensue between the city, the con-
tractors and the property-holders.
The .Register realizes that Padocaii
is rapidly growing and that it most
keep abreast with the times, all of
which calls for, the expenditure of
money, but eve do insist that the
people get value received for what
they pay out. The progressive City
is one that spends its money judic-
iously and the,rety enabled to make a
showing. Buying street improve-
ments is like buying merchandiee.
the purchaser will kick on paying
first class price's for second 'rate
goods or material.
The city o fliexington was indicted
on five counts by the grand Jury
Wjednesday for failure to keep its
streets in good repair.
Padtaddirwill krid itself up against
indictments for the same thing if it
does not be more careful. For sev-
eral-weeks the board of public works
has been urging rtpatirs of new work
by the contractor and at the last
meeting the city solicitor was in-
structed to notify the contractor to
repair the dangerous places or the
city wonkt do it at his cost.
President Roosevelt, in seeking to
adopt government ownership or re-
tention of public coal and oil lands.
emphasizes the municipal ownership
of light and water plants.
his reasons for the position he
takes is that light and heat are es-
sential to the weltiare of the people
and that it is the duty of the gov-
ernment to prevent those lands from
falling into the the hands of a mo-
nopoly. If that doetrjne is good and
w'ealecceree for tit: people, so is mu-
nicipal ownership of water and light
plants:
The increase of population in Pa-
ducah as shown by the directory just
published is most gratifying to the
people of this city. Paducah has
had no boom yet its population has
reached 28,820 or an increase of over
48 per cent in six years.,
t •Is the Selling of Liquor on Sunday in the week but fivery day. in the
to Stop. year, closing every, saloon ' where
(Louisville Poet) : gambling goes on in any way, shape
or form', closing the 
crap.-shootingA law that is not rigidly enforced saloons, closing the saloons where'hudi much better be taken from the 
disorderly women congregate, clos-statute boo'k's. If we are not to en-
_ ing the saloons where minors orforce the law regulating liquyr-isel
i ' ging against all corners, if we arc 'n ditinkard are welcomed, closin 
these saloons, we repeat, not onegoing to compel every man skth •
wants, to sell liquor to deal directly' day in the week, but al the time.
Moneover, we say to the law-abid
irg people, the Citizens' League, the
Ministers' Association, the city attor-
ney and the governor that in a city
like Louisville the closing of the front
door of a saloon does not meet the
requirements of the law. It is well
to consider, moreover, that in closing
the front door a new element of dan-
ger is infiroduced into the political
life of Louisville.
The law prohibits crap-shooting,
prohibits the pool-room, prohibits the
little lottery shop, prohibits all kinds
The very licente held by. each sa-
of gambling devices. The police au-
with the public authorities openly
and not with the agents of the police
force secretly, then we 'had best re-
peal the whole chapter relating to
One of the veiis. of the present day
is the open disregard of the prohi-
bition from the state concerning the
sale of liquor' on Surtday. There is
no device tinder which liquor can be
sold legally in the state of Kentucky
on Sunday. Ever*, 'sale of •liquor on
that day is 5. violation of the law, and
each sale ist 'a 'separtrte'; offense.
thoray is ample, the police force isfrnul_a
loonkeeper derives its -ildrce and ell.sacy aact sufficient, and  yet crap Karnes prevail,.
pooT--eTx-ams which it is specifically declared that are open, poker rooms
it shall not authorize and does not
authorize and cannot authorize the
sale of liquor on Sunday.
This is only one of the restrictions
imposed by the statute on the sale of
liquor. 'Subdivision 8, Chapter 26. of
the. Kentucky statutes, deals in five
different sections with liquor-selling
There is another section relating to
local option which is not necessary
to consider in this connection.,
Section 1303 forbids the" keeping
open of a -saloon for. the sale of
liquors on. Sunday, forbids the sale
on Sunday aid imposes a fine.
Section 1304 forbids any person to
sell liquor without a license at any
time and itirposea a fine.
Section teoe foribida the selling of
liquor within a mile of any etherch
during worship. This applies not
only to Sunday, but any other day
on which worship is regularly held
in any chtsrett.
Section 1306 forbids,. the selling,
giving or furnishing liqflor to mirrors,
and imposes a line for that offense.
Section 1307 forbids any person to
sell, lend. give, procure*e or fur-
nish liquor to an inebriate,: .
IT. v. • -
These are proving* of the state
lave. They are fundaoental'end• may
not be altered by supret of the gen-
eral council, by an mvier of the-board
of public safety nO,211(1,13 the woh' n or
unaction of the 
,More than this, re are Certain
provitiiins in the el charter on- Lou-
isville stilT fuethei"Artgulatinar, limit-
ing and restricting
and they memo be considered in con-
nection with the laws applicable to
the whole state. This is Sabdiviston
The lictnite &bard of the ciat °CIL
29, Section 3oze' to Uo3y inihnte.
isville is consposeill-of tlek
the police court. Mr. McCann-, the
chairman of the board of public safe-
ty Mr. Smith; the chairman of the
board of sinking fund ronspissitin-
ers Mr. Herrmann. These' Olive
gentlemen most past twin every ap-
plication for license. They mar re-
fuse any license within their &ere-
tion-rhat is, they are not hoinid• to
grant a license to every applicant
even though he be of good character
and meets all of the requirements of
the law, it in the judgment of this
board the eale of homer at the point
indicated would not be in the inter-
est cif the public. The disreetion of
the. board is large. and it ought to be
exercised not in behalf of the liquor
intererte at all, but in behalf of pub-
lic morality
Anyone desiring to sell liquor
must make an application thirty days
in advance, and it must be sworn to
by him' and by two reputable voters
04 the precinct in which he desires to
liquor, and this essorn applica-
lion met show that t' applicant is
of temperate habits anst good moral
character: that he is p housekeeper
in the city and that !yet has not with-
in five years kept a disorderly 'house
nor been convicted of any crime, andhe setae ester- iren bond that tie will
not violate the law.
The secretary must publish a list
of all the applicants for licenses.
Any person desiring to object may,
file a remonstrance within two
weeks alter the pubiication and that I
rem-els/trance most lit bcard•in open
meeting.
While it is within the discretion of
the board. to refuse licenses that in
their judgment would be injurious to
the public morality they arh foetid-
streets, side-walks and curbing in re-
pair for five years, but what good
will that do? If the work in less
than a year proves so defective as
to require it being taken up what
kind of streets v.411 we _Isave. at the
end of five years. • "Piistei t4te ques-
tion for the people to consider.
The Register feels safe in predict-
ing that if the streets are 'berating
through and curbing crunibling in
eighsert months, that at the end
five _years the streets will have 40
be reconstructed and also the side-
walks and curbing-one-half to be,
paid by the absittilig propeiq glans.
ers and one-half by the city, the
property is good for its Uile-htlf,
but :wheire is the cityabu.1"18,ite one-
Neff of the cost? It is safe to say
that the city will not vote any more
bonds for streets for twenty—pears .
COMP.
‘',,,..111Irc„
If the United Professional' Masters
of Dancing of America succeed in
eliminating the hugging from the
waltz that style of dancing will im-
mediately become unpopular.
Newly Minted Praia*.
. (New Yore Mail.)
Tt e Count ci !.-'as has groeeed the
Kentuckians and Verstxmter1 to-
as physinlly the finest .rien
who ever fought in the civil war, and
Roosevelt put it even stronger, "Aa
domination of the statistics relat'ng
'to the volunteers in the civil war
show, that • the natives of no other
Sone, and the men from no foreign
country whatsoever, came up to them
in -bodifY development."
The new regulation in the British
army that "no relaxation of 'the eye.
sight test can ever be allowed" is re-
garded as marking the disappearance
of the eyeglass among the officers.
who has not the qualifications above
defined It may issue ne license to
retail liquor in any precinct if a ma-
jority of the voters of the precinct
registered at the last annual regie.ra-
tion remonstrate. Any license grant-
ed by the board may I* revoked by
it after an open trial with doe notice
,t the licensee whenever in the judg-ment of said board the licensee has
conducted a disorderly 119use or) vio-
lated the law with resiect to, the sale
of ljeeor.
flourish, lottery sharks plunder the
poor and ignorant, and this traffic
goes on and can go on only 'through
the connivance of the. police. This
traffic, therefore, debauches the p0-
!Ice, this traffic furnishes thousands
for corruption funds, this traffic is the
center of political activity. This
is hole traffic, if the people are to
retain control of their own affairs,
must be eracleated.
Now to the combined power bf
these illegal establishments is added
what as-e known as "blind tigers"-the
saloons that close the front door and
open the rear door; the saldons where
on Sunday liquor is sold; sold at a
higher price, sold at a greater profit,
sold with greater benefit to the own-
er, because so many of the saloons
are closest on that day. The privilege
of liquor-selling, which cannot be
bought of the state, may be bought
of the state's agents.
There is nothing startling in this.
We know that this condition of af-
fairs exists elsewhere, and we know
it will exist in Louisville unless the
agencies that have been at work for
two months in wiping the, dust from
forgotten statutes of the sta e will
deal fairly and in good faith with the
whole people, with. -the law-' biding
sakoonkeeper and with the citizens de-
rianding the rigid enforcement of the
plainest provisions of the sate law.
IV.
The saloon, must be closed on Sun-
day-all of them must be closed No
man in the city must be powerful
enough to evade this law or to enrich
himself by the evasion or to profit
by a privilege the law does not grant
or to take away the traffic of his
competitors itrhei"do_obey.the law.
There 'can be ii, ClisCharge in this
pwjarrivilegThee grreOcanntedheoenocioanseir°(nti ianed ;no°.
The law must be enforced rigidly,
clerrly, upon all alike or the law mast
be repealed and modified.
We call attention to this situation
at this time because our information
is that the law was not olleyed last
Sunday, and that throughoet the city
side entrances- to saloons were open;
that in prominent hotels he law was
made a farce. The closing of saloons
owned by men who have a respect
for the law increased the traffic of
the men who violated the law, who
evaded the las•. These mee will not
surrender willingly their increased
privileges. They are rec•inciled totheir neighbor's closing bcceuee theycan charge higher prices -nd make
greater profit through t'teir sidedoors. This is not for a minute to
be tolerated. Every se eitizeashould co-operate with tie eity attor-rye and the governor and bring tothe attention of the public every vio-lation of these statutes.
We summarize these various pro-
visions at this time to emphasize the-
importance of rigidly enforting' suchrestrictions. The time has (-only- to
have a reform in the -whote liquor-
selling liminess. Pablie opinion has
been fixed upon the abuses of this
traffic. For this feeling nf indigna-
tion the liquor %lepers thentselves are
in the main resnntrsible. 'Their 'buil- I
liras can he save el. frosn disstruetim,
only. by co-operutitiff with the! law
and order elenseratin this city. cIosC.




The spirit of reform which is rifein this country is not confining itselfto fields political, financial and corn-
TYPCITial. 2tIPTi aqaertiirg itself
in various phases of social life. It
is now proposed to initiate and maim
tam a wholesome regulation of t!lc
dance. The United Professional
Masters of Dancing of America, an
organization consisting the highe -.`
authority of the terpsic'h'orean art in
this country. his inekrtaken to im-
pose a cautious restriction upon the
waltz, than most alluring of dances
which combines the tilose perfect
poetry of motion and a dreamy de-
pleaeings of a lute." These
dancing triasrtem, in .convention as-
sembled in New York have decreed
that henceforth partners in tire se-
eluctive waltz must forego the hug
and dance at arm's length from each
other.
Prof. Meyer Forst, prominent In
the 'Dancing Masters' Association,
when interviewed in reference to the
rule that had been adopted,, said in
explanation:
"Now, the waltz ought to. be our
very best dance, as it is certsinly
the most popular. But is it the best
dance. I dully anyone to say so td-
day. See how the yaw* men and
young women hug each other in the
waltz. That is all wrong. Suppose
the music shiould suddenly stop
would we permit such hugging? I
Should say not
"Our association is bound to
4tiairop out that style of waltzing.
Only the other evening in my acad.
envy a young lady was waltzing like
that, her bead almost On her Part-
ner's 'boulder. As soon as the music
,t) ' • ; .'• 4stopped I stepped out ksid
anm around her 
 kltftekr
Otr, MT. For stnt,' she ee mine 4
"'Oh, Mr..Forst,' I said mocking4
,ly after her. 'Why do you say that
now? Simply because the mttsic hats
attopped? VVIllue difference does that
make? If I am not to hug you, When
there is no music I should
you when there is' tousle. That is
not the way to wakz."!
This recalls the story told some
years ago, we believe by Olive
Logan, of an anxious mother at a
fashionable ball who in the wee sena'
holies sought her dougheer. one Ir,f
:the belles of the ball, to take her
home. Not finding the daughter
among the whirling couples in the
ballroom the mother continues'. her
search and at last in the leafy seclu-
sion of the conservatory she discov-
ered the winsome maiden. seated
comfortably, on a divan with her
partner's arm around her. "Oh,
Julia!" exclaimed 'the surprised
hare tellsilather-,---daarel!--esplaiwed
Julia complacently, "I was just so
tired, Mr. Jenks and I couclded to




The death of Governor l'attivon
robs the Ohio democrats of a hard-
von victory, but it does not rub out
the significance of the Ohio vote
nhich elected bira In protest against





TIM OF BULLETS AT CEN-
TRAL CITY.
One Cut From His Side, While Other
Will Be Removed From Wrist-
Will Evans Lost a Finger.
Yeatenday morrung Switchman
Thoupts„,McKinley of the Illinois
Central railroad forces at Central
City, was . brought here on the pas
senge,r trsiu ar riving at 4 o'clock
from aheormist. He was taken to the
railrostl.shospital on West Broadway
for medical attention to the wounds
indicted by being shot the night be-
fore in the yards at Central City. One
bullet pierced his right side, and the
other his left wrist, Istr. he is not
dangerously wounded.
McKinley is well known in this city
where he switched for a long while
tot the road, but has been stationed
at Central Cr y. It seems that two
men ware,jahting in the yards Wed'
nestleee, night, when one fired at the
other, and missed him, but two of the
bullets took effect in McKinley.
That entircifig the side struck a rib
and glanced around several inches,
lodging right underneath the skin,
from whence it was taken by the
physicians at Ctrs ral City. McKinley
,eas placed cm the next train comin
this way and brought here where to
day Chief Surgeon Murrell of the hos-
pital will remove tie- bullet from the
wrist that was shattered a little by it.
One of the parties engaged in the
l'etht that re -tilt in McKinley's ac-
cidental injuries, has been captured.
it is itteleretood, while the o her is
still at large.
Lost His Finger.
Last evening about 8 o'clock Wilt
Leans, colored, was uncoupling sonic
freight cars in the yards here, where
the drawheads bumped toge her and
taught the middle finger of his right
and, mangling it in such a manner
that Chief Surgeon Murrell had te
amputate the member. a.: the hospital.





They fit I.:eat-They feel right.
Nickle frames Sz.00
Gold filled $2.30
Solid Gold  83.0o














for the sweet girl graduate and fo
all occasions watches, rings, lockets,
chains, hatpins, bracelets, shirt waist
set collar pins, also silver novelties
of all descriptionc.
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We handle all the finest and daint-
est articles with the 'utmost care,







Missouri Supreme Court Holds Priv- EXCURSION RATES.liege Can Only Be Enforced in
Jeffer‘oss City, ,Ms,-. JestiO_N THE RIVER
Strict Compliance With Charter
railroad charted for the construction
of a ecesin line of road' cannot use
that charter to construct a different
line. Such was the rtilingeOl'Auftel
,RETURN, continous passage 84-oot
,.
VaVian in the supreme court' in-pUnlinalted . ticket 115.00
bane ioday, in the ease of thei_11"tue IL , _   
Included.adannt berth as City iiit. rDaiIainwvtiaersytwarwbasno-athReaerhaislwrivray ft, r, . 0,, ,.., -„,fi,,:.
construction of a line :from kennel •
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, partypoint in Kansas City to Lee 'a Sven--
et' ftee or over St.so each, withoutnit, in Jackson county, a distance .
of about twenty mots. ...pa*. 
,,' ,
4i, :trials; Ss:oo with meals.
charter it is seeking tq -bui .1 line' .Good music on all the boats. For
.1 11..i t
from Kansas City to 1"Y°1:tell' IParlb, farther Particulars seeand the litigation arose ooyer ibelcont-i
pany's efforts to condemn b. ;right ; IL 'A:FOWLER, Gen' Pass. Agent,
of way through the property of*Oavis or OlVidi FOWLER, City Pus.,and odium. '. Agent Phone 3,3.
I
jacisonvilie Prnsocaor.
Jacksonville, Ill Jose 21.---Itair'ar,
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND.
; 'Attorney Van Winkle today . artedi,
figha t on saloons, gamblers and ditr,
orderly boners, tnniding twatve . at-re a Buffet
rests. MT pleading guilty ty, viola.' Palmer Howe her,
tics of the state law. ' I L. A. Laginttartiao,













ING BETTER IN THE
BALL LINE.
Cairo Seems To Have. Struck a Los-




C"ito 1 04. .604To ss6Vincennes•
- Jacksonville  .25 22 543
Danville! . S'S ...... . .-:--34-44 .500
Paducah.  • ..• • st, )117 .438
Mattoon  17 28 *
fir' Ie., '' TOdlliki telt*de;ke, • ,




Danville, Ill., June 21.----r-estrrili1
and wildness of Irwin, the new twirl-
er, gave Pada:teeth sfit runssilig loekls'
played a miSerahle game infield seel





Irwin a Duiesarr, •,
Cairo Lost iligsteitar
Cairo. Ill., June at—Cairo loses.
another gainiessas4gijoNtes.......
RHE
  6 4
2 i 2
Downi k:
Cairo    6 8 2
Jneloonnville .... . 12 17 1
Batteries-Alit VILTSV




RI1E (Continued From First Page.)
  3 S s -•as possible from his remarks and  o 2 4
matt n; work. Ile had his machines upon
the platform, and duringNtlin
air" lecture, he would take'clirysan-
themums, pour a little of the air over
them, and they would freeze into
such brirtie form that tiler goad be
crushed in one's hand like' sefis egg
lie would freeze berries' with the
air, and then right abohave Intel
heated igen red-hot 'fatidettodA neehber
ball was taken, "figslir''itiN •Itousted
ont it, the ball dropped to the plat-
form, and there smashed into pieces,
it was so brirtle. Ice cream frozen
with the air, and other rettiarkable
demonstratiOns, consumed mut* tient
tIat proved deeply intarestit)g.
Among the audience couidnAtinoticed
MAN KILLED
AT DAWSON
SAM CHAMBLESS SHOT TO
DEATH BY YOUNG FEL-
LOW NAMED NlAISH.
Chamblee' and Nash's Father Were
Fighting When Son Pulled Gun
and Killed His Man.
Yesterday morning at Dawson
• kas, the popular resort 65 miles
ajsove here on the Illinois Central
raileoad, an exciting killing occured
right on the main street of the city
-near iiseinby's tnstet. A man Pune
Samuel Charmless was shot to death
by a young fellow narnedl Nash, who
made his escape.
The information showed that Sam-
•tsel Chaeribless and a man named
Nash were engaged in a fight' upon
the streets when Nash's sn pulled
his revolver, and rushing up, sent
several bullets into the body of
Charribless, whes was killed outright.
The shootist is only a mere boy,
and imimediately after the killing,
skipped out. No word has yet been
received here announcing his cap-
ture.
The street was crowded with peo-
ple at the time,. therefore great ex-
citement prevailed as the result Of
the killing. •
Sheriff John W. Ogilvie and many
people of Pachuca% are now at the
springs and were close by when the








CAVV-IN OCCUR:RD IN MIDDLE
OF FIFTH NORTH OF
_
: • es° ••
111.86. Nos.. and
• Calatliblot Terrell Notified to
Imaisediatdy
' Yesterday a big hole ed in
the brick street in front of the bar-
room end of The Palmer Weitel build-
ing on Fifth between Broadway and
Jefferson streets, and tosprevent any
• inaintai Isfilsostkieftfroest.ketting intoA •
' the opening, sartit c;sr two was
pushed doWn • it a danger
signal hung nu . It WA, ordered re•
paired immediately by Contractor
Ed Terrell who 'built this portion of
the paved streets.
It seems that the concrete founda-
tion in settling left •ite hollow ifsw
marry inches underneath the brick on
top, and finally the weight nif vehicles
passing over that point caused tile
brick. to give away and cave in
Wednesday the board of public
works Irxdoed op the many had places
in the brick streets on Istftlh, Fourth
Third and SerOmi. and had the city
solicitor notify Mr. Terrell that if
gre did not repair therm within a few
days the board wonld, do so at his
expense as he hat executed to the
municipality a bond e griranteeing
to maintain the thenssachihtes he re-
constructed for five years. after com-
pletion of the improvement. That
time limit haelseog yet expires' and
he is responsible for the repair cost'.
Ban on Indecent Posters.
New York, JUITC etstliltition
panted unantripously by the Aboard of
aldermen is believed to be one of the
Incise sweepin;Fordinances against the
sitcp14 r*f pnctrta
ivvrr adopted. It reads:
)Jo person &hall put, paste, print,
nail, maintain 'display' upon any
• •• ilitillbasied, fence, 'building, frame or
torgetore and in any manner expose
to public view as an6atlelltelnikanent
of any show, play ozi ipeffor"iasica
any indecent print ri1 any matted or
cut tending to represent the dings
ef any criminal act tending to, 'de-
' '-'prlave the morals of Ginittgittnalh'
•hhockinir .to the senate -of filereppY.'or,
tending to incite thessratticleapsaetS M
Immorality or crime, or to familiatiie
and accustom the T064 elt -*ling .0er-
sone with the sartte: 1
T.111 Zs.Honor for Mr.:,y4tioviqn.
Providence, IL lawire4,4
yecipiente of honorary
from ilrOwn Urriveis113,- 11•May is
fistirg Viittomssi, LIi. D. "Residiag
"..11••••
many professional men a ers
a researching penchant, deeply inter-
ested in the proceedings. With his
telegraph instrumenrhalles would flash
messages without use fteff nod
taken as a whole it was proriourecsd
one of the greatest exhibiames ever
witnessed. He apprizes again thic
evening, And talks on 'Illallienn" an-
other discovery recent!?' n14de by
science.
The program for toda?,is,,ae fol-
lows
Friday. June sa.
8:3o Children's Mhlelics 
Prof. U. G. Fletcher.
0:3o Health Lecture.
Prof. U. G. Fletcher.
irsio Jaunts To' The Haunts Of
British Poets, "- Rydal Mount and
Wadsworth" James M. Shaw.
a.00 Entertainment Ross Crane.
4 oo Lecture-Recital "James Whit-
comb Riley" Miss Herneinway.
7:30 Concert.
P.00 Scientific Lecture. "Radium......
 Prof. W. B. Patty.
Home ot rnenciiess.
Today the chautatiqua grounds
will be thrown open to the inmates
tits the Home of the Friendless who
have been invited out to the ateras-
tions at this park. All th children
and those in charge of institution
will be admitted free he grounds
at all hours of today nil tonight in
order they may have full benefit of
the features.
By Special Request.
The lesturesrecitiv.s ot Miss Kum
Hememisay have been given each
afternoon * 4 o'clock since she began
making her appearance here the first
ot this week, and they have proven
srereat interest, and show unusual
learning and tale,nt on her part. On
account of marvy people being unable
th attend in the afternoon, this tal-
ented lady has on being especially re-
quested end has consented to give an
•extm recital this evening in . 7:30
-Giclisiele, just preceding the 'Radium"
tails. Her parts are of such a 'high
class nature jt is worth the time of
ill to hear her.
. •'...- papiitoros of Some.
"Mr. Wallace Bruce Amsbury, left
restersktigqi.:1-lenderson where he
isplIzeffn Ikt tie chatitatiqua' now pre-
in Kentneky, but' living in all' the vailing thi4e*-, while Dr. Krebs yes-
1fittl nes'of the nion; Staff officer ifi the terithy went 'th Fattsburg, Pa. The
Confederate army, d'efertilfr4,01_404141' latter -delivered many - le nreir on
united requblic,editor •,,InStsiTtatifilisof fiicitycHlogy while here, iAM Mg
Pirinremlflees. 'aquae*, nrigiiilleer 'myysinktra aeliphied thoueshd strlth







AND REYNOLDS COME UP
TOMORROW.
Charles Prince, Colored, Charged
With Beating Dumas Out of $a
Arrests by the Police.
iTomorrow morning in Judge San-
ders' court there comes up the case
charging Robin Reynolds and Virgil
Holcomb with robbing the steamer
Kentucky est  something Likj. *gee
together. The case was last week
set over until tomorrow as the
steamer is now here from up the
Tennessee river, and crew ready to
tesefy. The young fellows are out on
bond. Holcomb was formerly clerk
on the boat the Reynolds is the
son of the engi eer, and both deny
the charge against them.
Fortune Teller.
Charles Prince, colored, was
arrested yesterday by Officer Hessian
on the charge of beating Charles
Dennas, colored, out of $2, by Prince
claiming to Dumas that he could tell
the latter'a fortune.
Had a Fight.
Fred Martin and Will Smith, col-
ored, were arrested by Officer Court-
ney Long on the charge of engaging
in a fight aboard the steamer John
S. Hopkins where they are employed.
Claims It Was Clark.
Several days ago Ross Thomas was
warranted on the charge of firing his
revolver at the Sue Eggleston resort
on West Court street. Thomas
claims he was not the party, but that
Ii was Adolph Clark, so Thomas got
a warrant against the other yesterday.
Thomas' case is in the police coeirt
for this morning, he being he'd pend-
ing an investigation of the shooting.
Clark was arrested by Officer Ernest
Hill.
Bad Language Used,
Ed Elliott was a.-rested yesterday
on a warrant taken out by Officer
Thad Terrell, the fatten accusing
Elliott of using profane and abusive
language towards the policeman.
•
TRAOTION COMPANY -DESIRES
TO EXTEND LINE ON STREETS
(Continued From kirst Page.,
other improvements. She was in-
jured+ and her lawyers, Hendrick,
Miller and Marble ,now present her
claim against the municipality. ...it
was referred to the city solicitor to
see if the contractor is not responsi-
ble for traisaps along the torn
thorougthfares and not the city.
On account of being an incompe-
tent, Owen VVIoolfolk asked to be re-
lieved front paying poll tax to the
city, but the request was not granted
simply beiaglifided away and nothing
done. • ftn, n
S. E. Tamer,. ,a dairyman, wants
returned to'.hints the. city license he
paid to- sell milk, now that the 1-at's
essating,--linanser-fromr drairrnerr has
rbeen repealed, This was referred to
the relief comarnittee as was The re=
quest that a farmer named Allen be
refunded the money ha had to pay
as a fine in the police court because
his cow arnpled away from his home
and walked into the city where she
was taken up.
To the streeti committee sras handl-
ed the mayor's recommendation that
sidewalks be laid on both sides of
Broadway, from where the pavement
now ends in front of the railroad
hospital out to Twenty-fourth street.
Mayor Yoser informed the alder-
men that he thought a snistake was
being make regarding repealing the
law compelling hucksters to pay city
license. One board wants it abrogat-
ed and the other wants it continued,
and after discussing it it was decided
that sonic night next week the coun-
cil and aldermen hold a joint session
and 'decide what should he done.
.Mayor Yeiser presented a letter
from Mayor Coombs, of Lexington.
who want a meeting held between
representatives from all second class
cities of Kentucky, to confer and de-
cide vrhether these municipalities will
adopt the license tax systeittr in sub-
stitution, for the ad valorem taxation
now prevailing. The mayor said he
was against the license tax, but de-
sired some notice be given the in-
vitation to send a delegate to the
conference. As three aldermen were
absent it was decided to defer action
uatil the next board meeting, which
wilt be before the titre suggested for
the gathering.
The board ratified the purchase of
rssactieet of firo hose from the Eureka
conipiurp of Cohanabirer, Ohio, and
1,soo feet from the lifanhattan corn-
Patin of St. Louis. . The purchase
was made by the fire committee and
up
CITY INDICT 0
LEXINGTON HAS F:VE OUNTS
AGAINS IT MIR IiANGER-
OUS STRFIXTS.
Lexington, Ky., Ji,ne 21. —In 'a
batch of indictment brought in by
the grand jury yes. crclay evening
five true bills were returned against
the city of Lexington. chargiiing t
with failure to keep sireets in repair.
The acclamation in the first indictment
is that the city "did unlawfully and
willfully fail and refuse to keep in
repair one, of the public streets in
said city known as Short street, be-
tween Upper and Limestone streets,
did suffer and permit the bricks to be
-ner -and disptacd -and an insuffi-
cient amount of macadam to be
placed on said street, and did suffer
and permit said street, 'o become and
remain full of ruts and holes and mud
and dirt and thus constantly endan-
gered the limbs, horses and vehicles
o all and any citizen of the common-
swealth, and to their common nuis•-
ance and annoyance, and especially to
thosi: driving along and using said
street."
with the merchants, in order to ascer-
tain their desires along this line.
The police commissioners want the
force increased from eighteen to
thirty patrolmen, and their request
for bills to this effort, was referred
to the police ,comnsitten. -Dr. 0.
Wheeler complained to the board that
he had been compelled to pay a poll
tax for 1905, while Mrs-. T. A. Kelton
stated a similar tax had been incualed
in her property tax, and she made to
pay it. Both asked to be refunded
their money, and the finance com-
mittee was gven hority to pay
it back if they found it proper.
The board ratified the sale by P.
M. Bichon of one-half of his Oak
Grove burying lot to Mrs. Marion
Berry.
The aldermen ratified the board of
heath's contract with •Ghent& Elliott
to look after the city's' garbage dump
at foot of Campbell street.
The A. G. Gilbert heirs protested
to the aldermen that their property
on Broadway and Tenth, was as-
sessed for city tax parposes. much in
excess in proportion .,to adjoining
ground. Their motiseirt for a reduc-
tion in valuatioA 'referred to the-
board of supervisors that will be
called together shortly in special scs-
MayOr. sion to take up all the complaints of.thipeand. To thit)430244 
qf 
works .w.as p..3..s„..1 this nature coming in since first of
‘4 IC•-4/1 and ate Cannon. colewgil, Ili* tsolloult• that. the
husband and wife, were arrested' IhSii 4112. 
street car tom- the year. The mayor a IMOU need he
was now preparing to assemble the
evening by Officer Hessian on the t•'-' 
retestapelkid to lower its
Jefferson from Fountain members.
Finley street. bed and rails are much higher than in, for grading and
avenue to the city limits. The road- An ordinance wascharge of engaging in a fight on
they. shouid be, so stated the mayor street to Powell and
To •mayor, brought up a petition erns
from residents asking that the prop-
erty owners on South Third street was
who have not reconstructed' their
pavements since the thoroughfare
was paved, be compelled' to build
sideiwalla; of concrete along Third up
to Broad and then in Broad to
Fourth street. This matter went to
the board of works.
Second reading NV29 given the or-
dinance exempting all new industries
locating here from paying license and
ad vakwem tax for five years, this
acting as an inducement for outside
capital to come here.
Second and final passage was give,
the measure compelling saloons to
close at midnight and remain closed
until five o'clock in the morning.
Final adoption was given the reso-
lution empowering the board of
health to make contracts with indi-
viduals to care for the garbage chomp
28,820
IS THE POPULATION OF PA-
DUCAH SAYS THE CARON
DIRECTORY.
The New Directory Is Now Out and
Delivery to Subscribers Begins
Next Monday.
One of theadvence copies of Car-
on's New Directory of Paducah was
delivered to the Register last eve-
ning by Mk. L. D. Houston, who will
have charge of the delivery of the
books, and who arrived here from
Louisville on the six o'clock train maintained by the city in the river.last night. First adoption was givori the or-The new directory contains all dintince stipulating that the fire coin-changes and names op to June to. missiners Shall emply an engineer to1906 and is complete in every detail, look after the fire engine to be sta-and first class in every particular. It tioned at the Fourth and Elizabethis a fine advertisiment for Paducah street department house. The alder-for the copies of the book are men raised to $75 per month the sal-exchanged with many of the directory ary of $6o per month the council hadpublishers of the United States. The fixed, it being reported a good ran
very name of Caron on the work could riot be procircd for tioo. .means that it is a complete directory, First atloption was given the or -and the liberal patronage given it by din:vices providing that Sowell street
the advertisers * h o wc, the apprecia- and Hays avenue be graded and gray-
The iboola contais 14.410 names and her '104.47 -fref411.411r-br -fini*rdliirct7Tv
*on of the 
by using two as the mnitiple, the The bill for re-construction of
most conservative multiplier used by Washington from Eire: to Third
any directory, publisher. gives Packi- street, was given initial passage. Itcab a population of 28820 or an in- says the brick street shall rim fromcrease of t.gyo in pormlation since building between First and Second,their 1904 directory. As the federal i but that pavements shall run along-censtor gave Padlucah a. population of Iside the street between Second and10.446 in Toni), according to the newIThied Anorher mcastire was thendirectory, in six years the population :yanked calling for the tz-54 foothas inereaned 9.374 Or a fraction over 'pavements on Washington bet we enforty-eight per cent, If the•tatio of, stscond and Third, the sidewalksineresse is eiefn per eent a year, sines b. of concrete.
tqoo. in ten Years the incre*I'll 1'41 I.;o4ing towards re-constructinghe eighty per cent ,which
Vfrzit from Broadway to WashingtonPS4110C 11 a population of 35:002 %Armin
street. there Was adopted a measure
calling for brick street and storm
water ' sewers. Theft sewers go um-
the federal census is taken in 11910.
INQUIRY COSTS MAN'S LIFE
. de-Tries:1th Washington from First to_
British Lieutenant Dies of Disease third also.
A commanication was read fromHe Went 'to Uganda to Study. j
ia committer of the Retail Merchants
London. Jane 21 — i rut enant Titl- Vgsociation; asking that the hoard
*oda who accompanied the Royal amend its present Taw. regulating
society's eon missistn to Uganda to electric signs ban/finer in front ofinsmtiseate the "sleeping sicleness.' lone it1t *a houses, The changes tovAtiohl disease he contracted whiter make it so these *me can remain.an innewnlated rat. died The seqttest was referred to the or-
London of the sickness. • dinatice comm:Visei fors; a sonferenee
Street.
The public improirundut committee








I to 300 horse power. Best, cheap-.
est and most economical




of public works next MiOnday, and
the joint bodies decide what fond of
bridge they wanted across Island
creek at Fourth street.
To the city engineer was Iiincksi
the request that"COncrete pavements
six feet wide he placed on Harrison
between Eighth and Fourteeiaah, g
on Eleventh from Madison• to
ferson.
The board ordered siX of the new
city directories bought ' 'thorn the
Coaorokn . peop hle who are publis ing the
b
The mater ol-,extendissg Broad
street over Cross creek towards the
Union depot, and thetspen •• s
thoroughfite from the depot rer to
Broadway, was referred to Ile street
committee. The new thoroughfare :s
desired to enter Broadseity I about
Fifteenth -or Sixteenth street:. .
The public improvement cotutn'ttee
was given the proposition to estab-
lish some water closets at 'different
points over the city, for use of the
general public.
There was deferred the question of
permitting Mike Iseman to , erect s
second story to his frame residence
at Fourth and Washington, on ac-
count of it being inside the fire limits.
The board then adjourned.
WOMAN EXPIRED.
Mrs. Hiram Womack Passed A
Yesterday of Rheumatism.
Yesterday at noorl Mrs. Hiram
Womack died of rheumatism' at her
home 1342 South Sixth street, -where
3he had been ill for the ' past two
years.
The deceased was forty years ,if
age. and wife of. the Ns, C. & St. [-
railroad employ-es who is connected
with the cinder pit crew in the local
yards. -
The funeral services will ti'd held
this afternoon at 2 o'clock at the fam-
ily residence, with interment at Oak
Grove cemetery




These books formerly sold at $1.50. Better purchase nom, as theeditions are limited.
Call of the Wild,
Alice of 011d Vincennes,
The Pit,
Thrall of Leif the Lucky,
Janice Meredith,
The Leopard's Spots,
Helm t of Navar-,,
Man on the Box.
Graustark,
Vergillius.










We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor,
S Horse Power Motor.
51/4 Horse Pr en Motor.
8 Horse PCL‘S' Motor.
to Horse Poil r Motor.
z zoo right Dynamo.
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
121-123 North Fourth Street.
entaim111111101111111111011111111111'TOWING COMPANY ASSIGNMENT
(Continned from Page One.)
Marriage Licenses.
The clerk yesterday iseued a mar-
riage license to W. S. Simmons,
-aged 32 of Graves county, and Estella
rristee aged 2c of this county. A
-coletteei coupl: Leensed IA,as
Payee, aged 31 of this city, and
'?Willtis Early, aged 38 of Indianapoliz,
-Ind. Both ehe latter have been mar-
tied once before.
Surveying For Walks.
Civil Engineer James Wilcox yes-
eterelay began surveying for the con-
crete walks that will run through the
-courthouse grounds, giving the prop-
er grades and lines to the workmen
who have dug oue the ground to a
depth sufficient for the walks, and
_deposited  ehereirt, the cinders for the
loundation. Work of spreading the
-concrete will commence today or to-
emorroweand Boswell believes he will
have all 'the pavements finished by
the lee` of next week. When this is
-done there will be entirely completed
the task of potting the courthouse
'building and grounds in first class
-condition, at the cost of several thou-
-sand dollars. The grounds are recog-
nized as the most beautiful in Padu-
cah, and oec vile) has not seen them
-since last year would hardly recog-
nize the place, the change has been
-so great.
Go to Reform School.
Yies'erday in the juvenile court
Judge Lightfoot ordered that Maple
Smith, colored, and Frank Waggoner,
white, be taken to the state reform
school but They cannot be sent away
until sometime 'n July, as the super-
intendent of the institution writes he
now has as many as the school will
accommodae, so the Paducah lads
will have to wait until the discharge
of some of the inmates.
Smith is the negro boy who last
'Saturday stole Dr. Bradley's horse
from the physician's sable behind the
ltome on West Beoadway, while the
Waggoner lad is the one who stole
the pair of shoes from , Michelson's
store on South Second street.
HEAR ROaiSEVELT
IS AFTER RIDGELY
Rumor in Washington Secret Inquiry
of Walsh Affair Has Been
• Ordered .
Washington. D. C. June 2I.—The
-attacks Senator Tillman has made
upon the Chicago bank failures in
which Walsh figured have charged
'William B. Ridgely, comptroller of
the currency, with knowledge of some
of the transactions Walsh was en-
gaged in prior to the failure. Ser-
atter Tillman alleges that Comptroller
Ilidgely knew, or must have known,
that Walsh was keeling large sums
of money belonging to ,the bank to
himself or the concerns he was inter-
ested in, and T'llman has tried to
ascertain why this was not stoped
and why the conditions in the Walsh
banks were not taken in hand by the
comptroller
Mr. Ridgely has made no reply to
any of the assertions or inquiries, but
a great deal of gossip has resulted.
A number of peeele are under the im-
pression that the president has al-
ready taken cognizance of the allega-
tions thae-ComPtroller Ridgely should
'have taken action before the banks
went tinder.
It is stated that the president has
probably informed the department' of
justice, which has been looking into
the failure, that he wants a full report
-of the whole matter.
The Walsh banks, as is known,
were a sore of clewing house for Illi-
nois politicians. While Senator Cul
lom, who is the father-in-law of W.
R. Ridgley, was not closely connect-
ed with the banks it was the purpose
of the banks to accommodate the re-
publican politicians of the state.
:Low Rates to Ashville, N. C., and
Return.
On account of the conference of
-the Young People's Missionary As-
sociation at Ashville, N. C., South-
ey,' Railway will sell eneeirsien tiek 
ets to j shville at rate of one first
class fare plus twenty-five cents for
the round tr'-p on June 26, 27 and 28
with return limit of July to, tgo6.
"The Land of the Sky" county Is
attractive at all times and especially
mt this season of the year. The
glory of the natural surroundings i=
at its height. The Southern Railway
traverses the banks of the French
'Broad river for many miles en rotite
hie Ashville The ecentery of this
-ntountainons region and the delight-
tful temperature are unsurpassed.
For further information, address
any tioloet agent of the Southern
Railway or
C. 'H. Hungerford. D. P. A.. No.
• 234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
Bowling Green, entucky
TrIncational Association. Dates of
sale June i8th and glib, 5906, limited
to June 23rd, 1906. Round trip rate
*E-45.
People who agree to everything
yon say are almost as entertaining as
ate ,phonograph.
'I WILL NOTSAY'
The -story cl the little Boer boy
who refused to betray his friends
even cm the etreat of death is told
by Major See, M. P., as an illustra-
eicm of the deeply 4-oohed love of
fret-Atom off country. It happened
during the lb er war.
."I was, asked," said Major Seely
"Ito get some volunteers and try lc?
capture a corenandant at a place
sonne twenty /riles away. I got the
mem readily, and we set out. It was
a rather despe: Lite enterprise, but we
got there all rieht. I can see the lit-
tle place yet, the valley and the
farmhouse, and I can hear the clat-
ter of the horses' hoofs. The Boer
genweal had' got away, but where had
he -gone? It wes even a question of
the general catching us, and we not
catching the geeeral. We rode down
to elle farinhiouse, and there we saw
firer boy. and some-
.
yeomen. I ask the boy if the com-
mandant had I- here, and he said
in Dutch, take surprise: 'Yee.'
'VVileere has he gone,' I asked and
The boy became suspicious. He an-
swered.: 'I will not say.'
"I decided to do a thing for which
I hoee I may he iergiven, because
-ay men's lives V..Yt in danger. I
threatened the boy with death if be
would not disclose the whereabouts
of tile general. He s'ill refesol. and
pet him ageing. a wall and said 1
would have him shot. At the same
time I whispered, to my men: 'For
heaven's sake, don't shoot.' The
boy still refused. although I could
see he believed I was going to bave
Wm shot. I ordered the mien to
'Aim.' Every rifle was leveled at
the Loy.
"Wow,' said, 'before I give the
word which way has the general
gone?"
"I remetrober the look in the boy's
face—a look such as I have never
seen but once. He was transfigured
before me. Something greater al.
most than anything huma-1 shone
from his ey e s . He threw back his
head, am) said in Dutch: I will not
say.' There was nothing for it but to
shake bands with the boy and go
away."—Singapore Straits Budget,
Post IflorteM.
They placed sweet flowers upon het
bier.
They sang sweet songs around her;
They wanted all things beatiti;u1
To in her sleep surround her
They seared no trouble or expense
Rut were lavish in their giving;
But eh. I thought, how better far
To have given to her while living!
—Clara Cox Epperson in Gospe!
Advocate.
AN ECHO OF WAR TIMES
Letter to Maj. A. L. Landis Kept 44
Years by Federal Officer,
.At a recent meeting of Confed-
erate Veterans in New Orleans Co!
B. M. Hard was introduced to a
crowd as a Tennesseean, and Lieut.
A. D. Bechtel, now residing in Louis-
iana, being present, accosted him
with the question whether he knew
Maj. A. L. Landis, laying! "I was
in the iinion wetly and for more than
fart,- years 'have been carrying a let-
ter addressed to Maj. Landis, and I
thought he might be in attendance
here, so concluded to hunt him up.'
He then delivered the letter to Col.
Hord to be given to John T. Landis.
The contents of the communication
will be interesting as showing the
sentiment and feeling existing in
1862, seri the Nashville Banner.
Both Maj. Landis and Mr. Wallace
were well known in Tennessee. It is
somewhat singular that a Federal of-
ficer ohotsld have preserved the let-
ter for forty-four years. The letter
is as follows:
"Branch Bank of Tennessee. Shel-
byville\ tan. 20. 1862.—Maj. A. L.
1„audis—Dear Sir: By authority
front the president and cashier of the
bank of Tennessee at Nashville I
have the honour to inform you that
you ate appointed a direobor of this
branch hank for th year commenc-
ing the 6 Feb'y proximo for the pur-
view of organization but for the im-
possibility of your compliance in
consideration of the Noble Cause in
which you are so ardently and patri-
otica,ly
"1 curly a& your 1517ree-wirt
lw reserved for you in one board
when you shall return front your
eeorieue work of expelling our heart-
less foes; from the sacred coil of the
south, and especially and directly
from noble old Ky., my native state,
now co deeply and shamefully- humil-
iated by northern mercenaries and
vandals. Exceuse this digression and
accept my sincerest wishes for your
health and safe return to the bosom
of your interesting family and atteo-
riation with us in our branch - bank.
Very respectfully your obt srt.
"R. N. WALI.ACE, Caeh'r"
The following memorandum was
made. by Lieut. Bechtel: "Preserved
by A." D. Bechtel. Lalce Charles, La.,
late second lieutenant 7th Pa. Cav.
Picked up at Livingston, Tenn., while
raiding after Morgan."
"Do you expect to
this year?'
"Nlot much," answered Me. Corn-
itossel. "-Only jest enough to make
Else place look like a farm, feo's to
satisfy the feelin's of the Rummer
boardert."—Washington Star.
raise any hay
JAMES AND AGATHA. AN EXPERIMENT
IN TELEPATHY.BY BARRY PAIN.
James, as you may already have
guessed, was a very couseieatiout
young man. As a boy he had been
known at cricket to dispute the deci-
sion of an umpire in his favor. Even
the ordinary social lies were repellent
f " 10.., T-T' nevr,•• tr -'^
superior to that for which he nee
taken his ticket. He never did any-
thing which was not extremely care-
ful and conspicuously honest. With
such a character, there was only one
thing that the young man coald ultl-
mately become.
Shortly after he became a reviewei
of fiction for the Daily Record it hap
pened that he met Agatha. Agatha
bad at a comparatively early age beer
Left an orphan. As her education was
defective, and as she did not like
children, there was only one thins
that Agatha could become.
It was shortly after Agatha had-be
come governess that she and James
met. Her face was wholesome ant
practical, rather than beautiful. For'
some weeks he never told his
love. Then one afternoon he took bet
to hear an oratorio. It may have beet
the effect of the musk, or of the tea
and buns at the A B C shop afterward
or of the long drive to Kilburn througl
London's romantic dusk. The fact re
mains that when they climbed up os
the omnibus be called her Miss Brown
and when they parted at the end of the
journey he called her Agatha. He
treasured the oratorio programme, anC
met her frequently. One night there
was an air of mystery about her.
"Shortly," she said, "you will see me
In a new light. James."
"I would not have you different,'
raid James. This was quite the right
thing to say, as he had seen it in 3
book.
"East side of Waterloo hridge, about
six to-morrow," said Agatha.
"Right," said James. lie would ther
have kissed her, but refrained frorr
the publicity which would have attend
ad the act.
The next morning there was brougn!
to his rooms a large parcel of novels
from the Daily Record. He groaned.
because that meant work, and even the
reading of novels is not pleasantit
you happen to be paid for it. He
would have groanue still more if the
books had not come, because thal
would have meant no work, and want
of work would have made sundry ro
mantic possibilities more remote. Ai
It was, they had arranged to be mar
ned next year in the sweet sprina
time. Quite quietly. Bride in brow
cloth. Honeymoon of seven days al
Lattlehampton.
He tore his mind away from romance
in real life and settled down to ro
mance as it is written, and the ven
first volume that he picked up was
entitled "A Love of Other Days," br
Agatha Brown. This was the nee
light in which Agatha was to ap
pear. She had written • novel, and
be was to review it. He wondered if
the editor of the Daily Record would
stand an entire column about an un-
known genius. James almost regret-
trd that he had discovered three un•
known geniuses the week before; It
waslikely to spoil the market.
He noticed the name of the publish-
er, with regret. Agattia would have
done better to have consulted him_
Then he read the book and buried his
face in his hands, for that novel by
Agatha Brown was about the most
putrid thing in fiction that Lad pol-
luted his chambers for the last 11
months. It was wrong everywhere; It
was wrong all through. There is no
worse thing on earth than a bad his.
torical novel, and this was a very bad
historical eoveL
Here, then, Was the eouflict between
love and duty. Duty was scratched,
and love walked over. By the evening
he bad written a column balling Agatha
Brown asthe greatest genius that the
country had yet seen. But his heart
was broken. For once he had not been
conscientious. He could not live with
that stain upon his soul. So he deter-
mined to meet Agatha on Waterloo
bridge, take one long, last farewell,
and then send off the review and com-
mit suicide. Agatha was a Uttle late
for her appointment, and looked very
pleased with 
herself."Well?" she said.
"Why did you not confide in me"
he asked, gently. "Why did you not
tell me you had written a book? Pos-
sibly my practiced judgment might
have—"
ha en earth are you talking
about? I've not written any book. I
ishouldn t Ws° oily"
"Then somebody else with your ,
name has."
"Has she? What cheek!" She still
looked at James somewhat Inquiring-
ly. He had an uneasy sense that ahe
was expecting him to say something,
and that he was not *eying it.
"Well," he said, "what did you
mean then by saying that yen titre
going to appear in a new light?'
"If you happen to be blind." she
answered, rather snappishly, "I can't
give you eyes."
"Don't be cross, dear. Let's see; it's
the same jacket you always wear, and
the same skirt."
"Oh, don't bother. I've got my
hair done up differently, and Is got
a new hat. I don't want ttetalk about
it. If you take no interest in my fp
pearance, there's nothing more be
said. What do you think about these
Japanese now"
The rest of his interview with
Agatha was far from pleasant. lijul
his column review of the novel by het
namesake was reduced tb two liner on
the subject of Wardour street rule
bleb. And he was still oonaelent/01U1
—Tatler.
"Philadelphia may be a slow burg,
but it's ;20 faster than I am," sighed
one of the chair holders of an uppet
Broadway hotel. "The worst part of it
all is that the man who turned the
trick on me was an old friend."
The sneaker took a deep puff on a
cigar of the sort that is usually named
after a man that is dead.
"I drepped in On my friend just for
the sake of old times. Coaey lIttla
joint he had. Two rooms, faro layout,
sideboard, wheel, folding bed and tele-
phone,
"He seemed tickled to death to see
me. Wanted to know all about little
old New York. Whether the pavement
was down on Forty-second street yet,
where the dead line was now and
whether it sagged as much as it used
to. Then we gradually switched the
talk over to the theaters.
e." 'That regandi me,' he said eudden-
ly. 'I know a young fellow right hers
In this town that's got every vaudie
ville artist on the boards to-day shooed
to the ties. He does mind reading that
would make Heller look like a mental
illiterate. Fact is, he's a sort of
nephew of Heller's, come to think of
It. But you don't believe it? Wait
till I show you.'
"He hustled around until he found
a pack of cards.
'"Now, I'll tell you what I'll do„' he
said, spreading the cards out on the
table. 'You pick any card you lik•
from the deck and I'll call our friend
up on the phone. If he's there, I'll bet
you $20 even that he can tell you the
card you picked over the 'phone.'
"Well, I hated to take money from
an insane man like that, but I've al-
ways heard that they're apt to get vio-
lent if you don't let them have their
own way. So I dug out a twenty and
picked the king of clubs.
"'You're on,' I told him soothingly
"'I think that his number is 301
Blank,' he said, taking • little notbook
from his pocket. 'Yea, here it is: Mr.
Adams, 306 Blank. Cell him up your-
self so's there won't be any question
about it.'
' "I went to the 'phone and got 306
Blank.
"'Mr. Adams there?' I asked.
"'Yes, this Is Mr. Adams,' came
back.
" 'Well, I took a card from the deck
just now. What was it?'
"There was a little pause, and then
'Hello. yes, well, It's the king or clubs.'
"Wouldn't that jar you?"
The speaker took another long puff
on his cigar as if to make himself for-
got his other troubles.
"There certainly Is something in
this occultism that we can't under-
stand," commented the man on his
right.
"Yes, there's $20 of mine in it, but I
can understand it, all right enough,"
continued the man behind the cigar.
"Let me finish, will you?
"After my friend had pocketed the
$20 he told me how awfully glad he'd
been to see me and to drop in &Safi
Soon and he'd try to have Mr. Adams
up there to meet me.
"I was still thinking about it on the
street a few minutes later when who
should I run into hut Spider McBride
"Well, I told Spider where I'd bees
and all about Heller's wohderfu:
nephew.
" 'You don't say so!' said Spider
'Why, I dropped twenty on that same
cues Ain't be a wonder, though? Jen
kins, his name is.'
"'No, Aiamse mays I.
"'What' Heller's nephew? Jen
kins, I tell you. And his telephone
number's 306 Bleak. I don't droe
twenty so often but what I can rie
member the details when I do.'
"'Oh, well, I know his name's
Adams, but what's the use in fightins
about it? Let's go in here and get a
drink.'
"It was a pretty decent sort of •
Joint, and we had two or three drinks
Then Spider recollected that he want
ed to telephone to a man named
Smith, who occasionally did odd jobs
for him as government assayer.
"Spider went to the 'phone, tut less
as he was about to take the recelv,ei
off the hook the bell rang. Spidet
took the message.
" 'What?' he exclaimed through the
'phone. He glanced at the 'phone
number. 'Hanged if it isn't! Yes, this
is 306 !rank. What do you want?'
'Say,' he called over to the barten-
der, some one wants to talk to Mr
Jones.'
l think Mr. Jones is the two et
dismones,' he called back to Spider.
'You'll find the list under the 'phone
book.'
"I'd gone over to see what the SIMI
was.
-Spider pullee a long typewritten
list out from udder the 'phone book
and glanced at it. Then be handed it
to me, and started talking through the
'phne"oThit.t list had the 52 cards of the
deck written out and opposite each one
the name of some man. I noted with
Interest that the king of clubs was Mr.
Adams. Mr. Jenkins, Spider's friend,
was the nine of hearts.
"Spider was still talking through the
'pholle
—11/eatne what I said,' he was say-
ing. 'The elird the r•ntleman took was
the four of tipadee. No. this isn't Mr.
Jones. It's Mr. McBride, whom you
introduced to Mr. Jenkins the other
day. And I've got a friend here with
me that is looking for a certain Mr.
Adams with a gun. Good-by.'
"And he hung up the receiver.
"'Well, anyway.' said Spider, as we
paid our checks, 'we lust made $20 for
soma poor sucker that didn't deserve
It. I geese he hasn't, got quite its good




St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and be*
excursion out of Paducah,
to fin For the Round Trip to
ePUIUU Tennessee river 86 return
It is a trip of pleesere, comfort
and rest; good service, good table
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent.
A 





will cure that awful pain.
NHas cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, or Phone 38 or 237 and
we wth gladly tell wou about it.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.'
Seventh and Jackson St. 'Phone s37,




Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
0111E QUICK
RELIEF.






Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, tell
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.




ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 3oth, z9oti.
SOUTH BOUND
Leave Cincinnati 
Leave Louisville  
Leave Owensboro  
Leave Horse Branch
Leave Central City
Leave Nortonville  
Leave Evansville  




Leave Paduzah  
Arrive Fulton  
No. tot No. 103
8:ao a.m. 6:00 p.m.
12:01 1:40 p.m.
6:3o p.m.
2:28 p.m. ea:ofl a.m.
3:30 P.m- 1:03 sin.
408 p.m. 1:40 a.m.
12:50 P.m. 4:40 P.m.
• 7.00 p m.
9:43 p.m.
4:55 PAIL 1:27 am.
630 p.m. 340 am.
635 p.m. 3:45 Cm.
7:20 p.m. 4'50 a.m. 
ArriveG:bbs, Tenn.  8:06 pm. 5:51 CM.
Arrive Rives 
Arrive Jackson  
Arrive Memphis 
Arrive New Orleans 
 8:13 Pia. 6:es iamb
7:15 a.m.
6 :1:10 p.m 8:ao a.m.













Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 
Leave Jackson, Teem 
Leave Rives 
Leave Fulton  10:15 1.11L.
Arrive Paducah  11:20 cm.
Leave Paducah  11:25 a.m.
Arrive Princeten  12:39 pm
Areee Hopkirse:Oe  6:15 p.m
Arritt Nashvi:ie   9:25 p.m
Arrive Evaneville •  3:45 P.m
Arrive Nortonville   i :28 p.m
Arrive Central City   2:o p.m.
Arrive Horse Branch    :4:06 p.m.
Arrive Owensboro    '4 • 53 P.m
Arrive Louisville    5:35 P.m.



































NORTH BOUND No 3e6 No. 374
Leave Paducah  12:46 p.m 4:20 plik
Arrive Carbondale  4:25 p.m 8:40 pan.
Arrive Chicago  6:3p a.m. 6:30 a.m.
Arrive St. Louis  8:3e p.m. 7.20 a.m.
SOUTH SOUND No 3,o5 No 37$
Leave St. Louis  7:45 a.m. 9:40 p.m.
Leave Chicago  2:50 cm. 6:30 p.m.
leave Cabondale  mm :40 a.m. 7:05 cm
Arrive Paducah  3:35 .in. 1I:00 a.m.
- 
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LINE.
NOR7.' BOUND tor-8ot 135-835
Leave Nathville  See a.m.
Leave Hopkinsvills  11:20 a.m. 6:40 a.m
Cave- ceron ..... • 1 11.0. &At 1 • 35 p.m. 7.45 &M.
Arrive Paducah  4:15 I:em 9:25 a.m.
Leave Paducah  6:15 p.m 9:30 a.m.
Arrive Cairo  7:45 p.m 11:10 a.m.
Arr've St. Louis  7:20 a.m 4:30 p.m.
Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m. 9:30 p.m
••••10
SOUTH BOUND 122-822 136-836
leave Chicago  6:20 p.m 9:40 a.m.
Leave St.Louis •...,....  9:4o 
p.m
1:50 p.m.
Leave Cairo  6:oo am 5:55 P.m.
Arrive Paducah 4,..• 7:45 a.m. 7:40 p.m.
Leave Padecah  7:5o cm. 3:10 p.m.
Arrive Princeton  9:29 a.m 4:45 P.m.
Arrive Hopkinsville  6:10 p.m.
Arrive Nashville  9:25 p.m.
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and .104 carry through sleepers between Cincinnati.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tett and roa sleepers between L,ovie-
vine, Memphis and New Orleans. Thins Sot and Sera sleepers between
Paducah and St. Louis, Train Sot connects at Fast Cairo with aticag*
sleeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. hf: 'RATHER, Ticket 'Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lo Ky,
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicook vi
W. H. BMX, D. P. Sk T.
el
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COCKTAIL AT THREF FORKS HE WAS UNIQUE,
Pecoceon That Was Too Much fo
r
Cowboys and the Mixer Had
to Drink It.
"I was standing in the barroom in a
resort at Three Forks," said a trave
l-
'rig man, "waiting for the proprietor
arrive, in the hope of placing a
small order. While I was waiting,
cwo cowboys, wrapped in fur ooat
s,
their own dignity and a reputation as
the top riders of the ooun try which
` stretches away toward the head 
of
Willow Creek, came into the saloon
and, marching up to the bar, demand
-
ed • cocktail.
"The bartender looked nonplussed
fer a moment, but he was not to be
shut out, so he grabbed the big
gest
glass he could find behind the ba
r and
Immediately got busy. It these wa
s
anything there he missed putting 
Into
that glass, from the salt and peppe
r
sauce used to flavor the beer, t
o the
sorippIngs from thersiadi-Ortatt 
cigar:
which he found in the cigar c
utter, I
could not see It, and when he 
had
Sanity finished he had two b
ig bee:
glasses full of the mixture.
"The boys both tasted Use bever
age,
and it did not taste good. leac
h had
unlimbered a big gun and, 
playfully
• toying with the weapons, the
y sag-
gaited that the bartender dri
nk his
own mixture. It required some
 per
suasion, but finally, to avoid 
trouble
he swallowed the conteuts of 
botli
glasses. 'Now, make your wi
ll, yes
would-be poisoner,' shouted the
 punch
erg, and solemnly they put t
heir gun'
back where they belonged, 
treated tbe
house to the cigars and fad
ed away
into the distance, their ho
rses hitting
only the high spots as the
y diesels
peered up the valley.
"And I tell you, the imp
romptu bat
tender had good occasion t
o make ho
will. For three or four ho
urs he was
the sickest man I ever 
saw, and it
took the services of a 
doctor, who
worked over him for an h
our or two
to bring him back to life 
again."
CASTE IN THE KITCHEN.
Case isf a Cook Who Coul
dn't Afford
to Beside on Just a Plain
Street.
The Lheisay famoy was 
moving out
of the old house on an av
enue into a
new house on • fashionable s
treet. At
that critical period the Lin
dsay cook
gave notice of leaving. The
 mistress
was In despair, for the coo
k was a
model one, and had lived wit
h them
for years, relates the Chicago 
Record-
Herald.
"It will be so much more c
onvenient
in the Lew house, Nora, and 
we have
depended on you so long I 
don't see
how we can part with you so
w. At
least tell me why you are
 going?"
Mrs. Lindsay pleade•O.
"Well, mem, I have my own r
eputa-
tion to look after." answered
 Nora
"and if I went Ken the rule
s of the
Intelligence sassipty I belongs to t
hey
wouldn't give me a reccond in t
he best
houses, an' then I'd be down and 
out—
see?"
"No. I don't see," retorted her
 rale
tress, "tell me exactly why yo
u art
giving up a place that has alw
ays
suited you for an uncertainty
 "
"Sure, mem, it's ',peewee of t
he moo
lug. You are going to live on a
 street."
"Yes; one of the finest in the city
."
"An' I've always lived on a ave
nue,
stem. If it was a terrace, or a bo
ule
card, I might be %Alike to change.
 but
when me friends found that I was
 liv
lag on just a street they'd all cu
t me;
they would. indeed, rr.eni. I dra
w the
Ilse at II street."
BOOKS WRITTEN IN PR!SON
Sows of the Most Famous Writer
s
Did Their Best Work Be- •
hind Bars,
---
A publisher usa talking about Oseat
Wilde's strange book "De Profendis,'
with its pathetic eecoration of a hirl
beating its wings against the bare of •
• moil.
"WIldies is not, the first good book us
hays been written In jail," he sai
d
"Jail, in fact, seems to be a good 
plac•
to write books in. Literary men 
Bur
pass themselves there
"John Bunyan wrote 'Pilgrim's Frog
Sass' is jail.
"Cervantes wrote 'Don Quixote' it
prison.
"Defoe laid the plans for 'Robinitor
ansoe' during a term of confinemen
t
Imposed on hint for the writing of s
pamphlet called 'The Shortest Wa
y
with the Dismenters.'
"Leigh Hunt wrote 'Rimini' in jail
"Illr Water Palelab, during his 11
- years' imprisonment in the to
wer oi
London, wrote his excellent 'Histor
y
of the World.'
"Silvio Pellico and Talmo both did
their best work In jail."
Sheep in Span.
There are about 10,000,000 of metre.
ory sheep in Spain, which each yeas
travel some 200 miles from the plai
ns
to the mountains. Their march, rest
In, places and behavior are governed
by special regulations ,dating from 
the
fourteenth century. At certain timer
no one may travel the Remo route as
the sheep, which have the right tir
'rose on all open and common land ot
the way. For this purpose a road St
yard' wide must be kilt on all enclosed
and private property. The 'shepherd
s
lead their flockawhich are accompanie
d
by provision mules, and by large d
ogs




New York is to have a bank, nea
r
tho chief theaters, which will 
oe opee
all night, so that ladies attend
ing ete
eeertaiessente will be able to deposit
their jewels for es°- ' Iping ere ro
Ikarniag hose.
STEMPEL'S WAY OF TELLIN
III
TILE TRUTH.
Stempel, as Herbert Tansy said fro
m
the very first, was absolutely uniq
ue.
rangy took all the credit for the dise
ase
fry, as he does for almost everyth
ing,
but he does not boast about It so
 much
now.
Of course all the men in the olio, sa
w
that Stempel was entirely out o
f the
ordinary when he owned up to a mis
-
take in an entry that coat the firm
 over
$100 to settle.. Stempel was calling
 from
Tom Piston's order book to Dixi
e, the
bill clerk, and be quoted two-tncia 
Lyons
galloon at three cents when it sho
uld
have been eight. Paston makes 
his
33 and Ss a good deal alike anyway,
 but
he's too valuable a man to fire an
d it
seemed as if somebody would hav
e to
go. Dixie thought it was his mi
stake
and was in • great flurry about it, 
but
Stempel, whoa he looked over the boo
k,
said at once that he had called it wron
g
and went and told the whole works s
o.
Well, the old gentleman must have bee
n
in a good humor, for he only told Stem
-
pel to be more careful next time. Tha
t
shows the sort of fellow Stempel was
.
He had the peculiarity of being abso
-
lutely truthful.
There was one thing about Stempel,
though. He wasn't extravagant wit
h
the faculty of speech. One of thos
e
never-.ay-nothing-to-nobody sort of fel-
lows. Went about his business quietly
and soberly, never laughed or joked
much.
One time Dixie was telling a Story
about an uncle of his who was a greet
swimmer. He said he swam 16 roil
ed
up the Mississippi river against the
strongest kind of current and towed 
a
log raft that had drifted away from its
moorings by • rope held in his teeth.
Dixie said his uncle did that 16 miles in
two hours, nineteen minutes and some
seconds, which he has forgotten.
Tansy had to drag Stempel into it, of
course. He asked Stempel what he
thought of it. I guess he was trying to
make trouble. Stempel shook his head
and went on addressing envelopes.
"But what do you think of it?" Tansy
persisted. "Don't you think that was
pretty good swimming?"
"Well," said Stempel, slowly and so-
berly, "I don't believe it. No, sir, I
don't believe it. I know what the Mis-
sissippi current Is and I know what a
log raft is to tow. I doubt if a strong
swimmer could make 16 miles in two
hours and le minutes without towing
anything. I don't want to be offensive
and it may be that Dixie was misin-
formed, but I can't bring myself to be-
lieve that his uncle ever did such a
thing."
°femurs' that tickled Tease,. As I said.
Tansy was always showing Stempel off.
He made a great pretense of being
friendly with hiss, and Stempel didn't
see through him at first and talked to
him more freely than he did to any of
the others. Teary cams to us and told
us what Stempel thought about this,
that and the other—what this fellow did
and what the other fellow said and, al-
though we knew that Tansy had cork-
screwed his opinions out of him, we got
• 11111e 1101111 all the same, because what
Stempel said about us, being the truth,
hit us hard occasionally.
One day Tansy told me that he bad
asked Stempel what be thought of me
and Stempel replied that he didn't care
to say.
"I asked him if that didn't mean that
be had not a very favorable opinion of
you," said Tansy. "and he said at last
that it did. He went on to say—"
I told him that If he told me what
Stempel went on to say I'd punch his
head and that stopped him. I was hot,
though, and after I'd thought It over I
went tip Stempel and told him that I had
heard le hadn't a high opinion of me.
"Did Tansy tell you that" he asked.
"H. did, and befo.e all the crowd." I
replied. "Now it's up to you to explain."
"Did he tell you what else I said—
% hat I baeed my opiniou on?" be asked,
gently.
"Nu, he didn't," I said. "I woulde't
stand for it."
"Then I'll tell you," said Stempel, and
be told me. It was to-et ty plain, straight
talk and I'm bound to say it was true
think It did me gi, ei Anyway, took
It and Stempel and I are good friends
•
:tow
But It didn't end there. I told Wilson
and Dixie about it and the next morn-
ing when we were all together Dixie
turned suddenly to Stempel and asked
him what he thought of Tansy.
Tansy erinned. He thought he was
going to er t a few boquets.
"I'd prefer not to say.—said Stempel.
We all shouted. Wilson said: "Yon
know what Stempel means when he says 
tut, Tansy.-
It didn't tease Herbert, though. Rs
was cocksure that he stood ace high.
"Tell 'em what you think of me, old
man," he said to Stamper "I'd Hke to
know myself."
"I don't thielt 70": would," said Stem-
eel.
"I'm not aseful, old fellee•; go
ahead," said Tansy.
"If you insist on it tell you," wild
Stempel, who was rather pale. "I'm
sorry to say that I consider you dishon-
orable Inasmuch as you have betrayed
my confidence In you, and Insincere, In-
asmuch as you have professed friend-
ship for me to my face and make fun of
me to others. I dot 't consider you de-
cent. If it's the plain truth you want,
there you have it."
Short and sweet, wasn't it? It oughe
to have done Tansy goed if it didn't."
Wage Record-Herald.
Tempered with Mercy.
Nlobrary Jake (leader of vigilantes)
—Greaser Pete, yet 'n ornery, sneakin'
noes thief 'nd don't deserve no mercy
whataumever; hut Cs' boys 'ye d dad
t' give ye a chice ateiLl' suicide
violent death. Now, Sikh' I' Ye
o-Puuk.
IN THE SCHOOL CITY.
Workings of a New Experiment in
the Self Government of
the Young.
The writer was present a few weeks
ago when the first school city was
organized In Boston by Wilson L. Gill,
the inventor and founder of the sys-
tem, writes Frank Peareons, in Cel
l.
tury. There were 700 pupils, all girls
of the grammar puttee. They were
delighted with the plan, voted unani-
mously and enthusiastically to adopt
the Golden Rule as the fundamental
law of their school city, supplemented
it with various provisions against dis-
order, destruction or injury of prop-
erty, profanity, rudeness, unkindness,
etc., and showed remarkable Macre-
Lion in the election of their officers.
The mayor was a bright-faced girl
df twelve a.nd a half years. When
asked, shortly after the election, what
it meant to her to be mayor of Ilan.
eoek school, she said: "it means to
-
see that every girl is orderly, clean
and good. It means that they must
have good conduct. They must be
clean and neat in their dreier and
habits. They must keep the schoo
l-
rooms and the school yard neat. An
d
they must be kind to everybody." 
!
"That is a great task. Aren't you I
afraid of it?"
The answer was prompt and clear
: I
"No, for I think they are all good
citizens."
Mary Finn, the judge, said: "
I
shall warn citizens who don't behav
e,
and If that does no good I shall p
un-
ish them. They must behave."
The whole discipline of the school
is put into the hands of the pupil
s
The teachers give instruction, an
d
advice when it is neeoed, and the u
l-
imate responsibility and authority are
always with them. But the students
make laws and really govern them
-
selves. although there is an autho
r
ity above them, just as a gro
wn-ur
city governs itself, although the lee
s
lature may at any time revoke Ito
WAS ATTACHED TO DOG. WAYS OF CHARIT
Singular Surgical Operation That Re-
stored the Use of a
Man's Leg.
Grafting the bone from a dog's lei
onto the leg of a man, to replace soin
t
five inches of bone that had been r
e
moved, and so.saving to the man 
hit
leg, was the remarkable surgical 
feat
performed by a local surgeon. 
It was
the first recorded case of grafting u
pon
the human bone the bone of one of
 tbf
lower animals, says the San Franci
sco
Chronicle.
The patient, a Swede, 45 years 
old,
had fallen about 1'2 feet to the p
ave-
ment, causing a compound fracture 
of
the right leg near the ankle. 
The
fracture resisted treatment, and in t
he
course of time five inches of bone were
removed. It seemed that the only
thing left was amputation. The su
r-
geon determined to attempt to graft
the bone from the foreleg of a do
g to
tee Let_we4-9,4-11114  VI _Ike lee_1
1•2_41
the man. A small black and tan do
g
was selected for the experiment, placed
under ether, and his leg prepared. The
ends of the bones of the man and the
dog were united by silver wire, an
d
the dog and man fastened rigidly t
o-
gether in a plaster cast. The repo
rt
says:
"The man suffered very little pain
or Inconvenience except for two 
or
three days, during which the dog was
restless and would attempt to move.
The more the dog would move the
more pain was inflicted upon the man.
The dog soon realized this, so that .1
was not necessary after the fourth day
to give the dog morphine to keep him
quiet. The dog ana the men beeame
very much 'attached' to each other."
Five weeks later the bones had knit-
ted firmly and the dog was removed by
sawing off his leg. The other end of
the new bone was united to the man's
bone without difficulty. Six month's
after the union the thin bone from the
dog's leg had grown and developed al-
most to the size of the original bone in
the man's leg. The man walks with
charter, a cane
, but can get along without It if
In fart, there Is more real self-gov- neces
saiy.
ernment In these school cities than
in most of our large cities. Foe
there is no apathy in the school city,
no stay-at-home vote, no political 
ma-
chine or boss.
There is no graft In the school city,
no boodle on the council. no "und
er.
standing" between the police 
and
wrongdoers. The ten-year-old hedg
e
and the twelve-year-old mayor are
 ate
selutely incorruptible. Habits of good
citizenship are formed while the mind
is plastic, open to the full force
 of
considerations of right and justice and
free from commercial motives an
d
other influences that In later life
 so
often interfere with the duties
 of
citizenship. The love of liberty
 Is
strengthened and ennobled by re
cog-
nition of the rights of others an
d the
necessity of mutual limitations for
 the
public good. Respect for law an
d au-
thority is developed. The sense
 of
Justice Is strengthened and the ju
dicial
attitude of mind is cultivated.
The results have been excellent
 in
every way. ..soth conduct and 
schob
unship are greatly improved. 
Disobse
(Hence is pulled up by the roots
. Pule
lie sentiment ranges itself on t
he side
of law when the public mak
es the
law. A breach of order is no 
longer
regarded as a defiance of an al
ien gov-
ernment, but as an injury and 
an in-
sult to the community. Eve
n the
most disorderly schools have b
een re
duced to good conduct by the 
institu•
Goa of the school city.
Breaking the Trail.
Winter In the mountains in sev
ers
in its restrictions. Sledging and 
travel
over the snow-banked trails a
re lim-
ited to bare necessity. In th
e colder
seasons the trails are kept op
en by
shoveling and packing them do
wn
When the runners sing intermi
ttent-
ly In high, thin voices, the tea
mster,
with a belt tight around his overc
oat
and flopping his arms to keep wa
rm,
faces his greatest hardships. 
But
when the heavy snows and rapid 
thaws
of spring come, teaming means a ba
t-
tle and a venture with a 
sudden
termination hanging just abov
e
Thousands of tons of snow up t
he
mountain sides hang on a tri
gget
that can be sprung by the si
gh of
a breeze or the rolling of a pi
ne cone,
and in summer many a barren 
slope
and pile of rock and timber a
t the
bottom telle a skeleton-tale of the 
win-
ter's night. Floundering, s
wearing
and persevering opens the tra
il—a lit-
tle ruffed thread of white 
from up
above, but a hard day's work fo
r s
TRICK OF COLLEGE GIRL.
Shoe Clerk Divulges the Scheme by
Which She Gets Matinee
Money.
"What's a fellow going to do about
it, anyway?" exclaimed a Boston shoe
clerk the other day, says the Shoe Re-
tailer. "It beats me. I:ere cones in
Miss College Maid, and she is as fas-
cinating as she rim be. She picks out
a five-dollar pair of shoes as perfectly
lovely,' and 'won't we charge them up
to par which we certainly will do,
recalls(' 'pa' has notified us that his
credit Is '0. K.' and is at les daugh-
ter's disposal.
"But next day in comes Miss College
Maid with her shoes in a ..box unde
r
Ler arm. She would 'really like to loo:t
at those $3.50 shoes,' and she finally
tuys them. 'And won't we give her
the change back,' she says with a
smile that will tilt most men from
their balance.
"Of course, if a man made such 
a
proposition we'd call the police, 
but
we're apt to bow to the Miss Colleg
e
Maid with the smile, and hand o
ver
the $1.50 to her, as it she had aske
d
for only a pair of extra shoe st
rings.
Then while Miss College Maid trots o
ff
to the matinee to spend our $1.50
 we
guzzle our heads as to whether 
we
have been buncoed or whether we
 have
buncoed 'dad,' although, to be 
sure,
we charge it to his account.
"And if a fellow once falls a vi
ctim
to the wiles of Miss College M
aid he
icon learns that she needs a new
 pair




A remarkable example of th
e close
connection of volcanoes and eart
h-
quakes was observed by the early 
Span-
tab settlers in San Salvador. 
When the
water in the crater lake of Ilopa
ngo rose
above a certain level earthqua
ke shocks
always followed. Bo they cut a ch
annel
So allow the escape of the wa
ter and to
prevent its rising in the crater. A
nd for
100 years there was no earthqu
ake in
that district. Then the precautio
n was
neglected, the water rose in the cr
ater
and presetWy a violent ear
thquake
shook the country. At the same 
time





The most curious almshouse ID
England is St. Mary's Hospital a
t Chi-
chester. There eight old ladies li
ve
actually in the church, which is 
a fine
old building dating from 1680.
 It was
Originally a monastery, but when
Queen Elizabeth came to visit there
she turned It into an almshous
e, to
endure as long as almshouses ex
ist
The old ladles have two n
eat little
rooms each down the sides o
f the
main church, with window
s boning
out on the garden. They have eac
h a
coal ripply, a kitchen r
ange, water
and gas. At one end of 
the church
Li the chapel, where dail
y services are
held. The choir stalls are
 beautifully
carved old oak, the origi
nal seats that
the monks used. The chu
rch stands
In a quiet little square
Last le dditlou.
oma not is .o) fearfully small,"
complained th - plicant "Do yo
o
think we could a enough breath
 la
it to live on?"
"0, yes!" said the agent. "It 
is
roughly provided with oomeressed
'—Detroit Free Preis.
Japan's Chemical Works.
Japan has 840 factories wherein pr
o-
fessional chemists are employed. Two
of them employ over 500 workpe
ople,
the others range from 30 up. In t
he 840
ceramic and lacquer works. Sugar fac-
tories and breweries are not inclu
ded.
Many of them are stock companie
s. Of
these 75 produce pharmaceutical p
rod-
ucts, 95 illuminating oils, 40 mat
ches,
50 indigo, four other colors, four
 gas and
six incense. Japan's chemical I
ndus-
try employs 38,691 workmen. I
n the
match factories there are five
 women
operatives to each man. Some factories
run 12 hours, but most of them
 only
ten. Men's wages average 14 cents an
d
women's ten cents a day.
•
Height in French Army.
Since the law of 1901 there has 
been
no limit of height for a French sold
ier;
dwarf or giant, all must serve. Before
that time the limit was on
ly Lve feet one
inch. Yet the average height was
 not
yet run down to that of Napoleo
n'e
"grande armee" in its last years
 and sot
long ago it was above that of the
 Ger-
man army me.asured as a whole.
Nearer Twice Alike.
"Think it over again, Nanette, before
you refuse me."
owe), should I consider yolleproposal
twice?"




The milliouaire stood at 
the too
the throne.
"How are you?" said the p
oor, Man.
"Pretty well, I thank you,"/
Ihe mil-
lionaire replied, in a low voi9e.
"Dine out last night?"
"Yes—I thank you."
"Overeat yourself?"
"Oh, no," said the millionaire quic
kly,
raising his head. "Oh, no, I have
 not
any appetite left."
The rows of poor people behind th
e
throne grinned.
"Ever give anything to the poor
?"
asked the poor man.
"Yea, yes," said the millionaire, e
a-
gerly. "I subscribed $5,000 to—"
"Did you miss it?" asked the 
poor
man.
"If you wouldn't mind asking o
ne of
my secretaries," the millionaire we
nt on,
ignoring the last question. "Ae
y of
them would tell you—"
"014 you ever glut away a
eN thing.
Yourself, with your own hand, el .b
 >our
heart?"
The millionaire's heart beat furiou
sly.
Re looked about him for a chance
 to es-
cape.




"A penny," said the million
aire,
scarcely audibly.
A ragged man came forward from th
e
huge company behind the thron
e and
deposited a penny on the table by 
the
throne.
"I'll make It $20,000 said the mill
ion-
aire. hurriedly.
"Sit down„" the poor man s
aid,
sternly. 'By that penny are you sav
ed."
The millionaire sat down and a 
lady
took his place before the throne.
"I gave some money once to a
 poor
beggar," she began.
"You are very proud of your chari
ty?"
asked the poor man.
"I have given away a great deal 
con-
sidering," she replied, briskly.
"Considering what, madam?"
"Oh, considering what other 
people
do," she said.
"With your whole heart did yo
u give
It, for pity, for real love's sake?"
"I'm not a sentimentalist," she s
aid,
hotly.
"Did you ever refuse *eve to 
any-
one?"
"Never," she said, in a loud voic
e,
"never."
"Never once? Think of 20 years ago
?"
There was a question in his voice
.
The lady turned red and tried to h
ide





'A poor woman came up to me as
 I
Wks getting into my carriage. I 
was
only a girl"—her voice died In a
 whisper
—"she looked as if she were dyin
g, and
she said she was hungry. I told 
her to
go away; hated the sight of her."
"Did you give her anything?"
"No." She hung her head.
"She had a baby?"
A light came In to the lady's ey
es
which turned them from their har
dness
Into soft orbs of wonder.
"Yes, she had a baby; I gave It a
flower."
A woman came out from the great a
s
sembly and put a rose upon the tab
le
by the throne.
"You may sit down," said the po
oi
man.
Now there came a man of about 40 to
stand before the throne. He was 
ver,.
exquisitely dressed and his mustach
e
was dyed black.
"You have done a lot of charity, ha
ve
you not?" askd the poor man.
"Oh, nothing really, you know; noth-
ing much," he replied.
"Bazars, theatricals, dances?"
"Well, yes, I have done what I could,
don't you know."
"Have a good time yourself?"
"Oh, yes, thanks," said the man. He
felt he was getting on well
"Did you get into society that way?"
asked the poor man.
"Yes. perhaps I did."
"Have you ever given anything in
charity and love?"
The man stood silent for some time
and pondered. Before that vast assem-
blage his cocksureness was giving way;
be began to look shabby.
"Once," he began, "but that was
nothing—I 'was walking home—but It
won't count—I had no money with me
and a man asked for something; he was
cold and tattered; I gave him the cigar-
ettes out of my case because I was sorry
for 
Outhimof"the crowd came a poor man to
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Will practice in all courts of K
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OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear b
at&
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Buil
ding.
New 'Phone Ira. Old 'Phone 
484,
'TlId Iñin of the world had not noticed
him and the sweat stood on his fore
bead; he seemed ashamed of his actio
n
"You may sit down," said the pout
man, and at the sound of his voice the I
man looked up and seeing h s gift on the
table he looked with 1111Ullt ruble relict
at the poor man—then sat down.
An old man now came up before the
throne.
"I ain't done nothin' as I can think of,"
he said, in a faltering voice; "I ain't 'a4
no means nor position nor no nothin'
to give away."
From out the crowd behind the throne
there came 20 or 30 men and women,
each bearing in their hands a cup of
cold water.
Then the millionaire woke up from his
dream and shivered with cold. H
ie fire
was out, his room was dark, but h
e
could see in the dim light a ghostly pr
o-
0/






Practice in all the courts of OW
state. Both phones
Rooms t, 2 and 3 Register Buil
ds
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.




DR. R. f. tIFARNE giab,
B ROOK HI LL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
szo NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to to a. ni, I t
o
p. m. and 7 to se p. m.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.






Office over Globe Bank and Tr
ust
Co., 306 Rroadway.
C. MANNINO ',-)E.ARS, M. -0.




DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office 306 11;oadway---Phone 
HID I
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Pictares, Diplon las, Cert
ificate%
Water and Oil Colois,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed fight up to in eve
 miss
isles time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
p.11 Broodiest,.
cession of starving, cold figures who
 
_ —
passed' by and pointed at him.
He rose, shaking, and went to h
is
out a roll of bank notes. With the
m In
desk. He unlocked a drawer and d
rew Broadway.
his hand bs passed quickly elownst
elra












FOR REI*T--No. 8J7 Jefferson
stet,- $27,10 Phone 607
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Mr. Porter Adams, the linotypc
operator, is here from Bowling
Green, Ky., %here he has been visit-
mothcr.
Isfrs. Mary :.1eyers of Little Rock,
Ark. and Mr. John Meyers of Drew,
Milk, are visi;ing Mrs,. Katie Smith
•.Rowlandtow
:Clone' Victor Van de Male returns
tonight from a drumming trip through
Tennessee.
Miss Mary Freeman oi Trenton,
Tenn., has returned home after visit-
ing her sister, MTS. R. A. Hicks.
Conductor J. Norton Moore of the
I. C., has gone to Martinsville, Ind.,
to be treated for rheumatism.
Miss Pearl Griffin goes to New
nele---sheit
Miss Ellen V illis went to Mis-
soula, Mont., y• sterday to spend the
summer with -; Kate Jenkins.
Mr. Hiram S..:.i.hey and wife left
yesterday for Cincinnati on the
Peters Lee.
Miss Georgia Sherwin will today
return from visiting in Memphis and
other places.
Miss Josephine Elder goes to
Evansville Sunday to visit.
Miss Myrtle Burch goes to .Hen-
derson Sunday for a two weeks' stay.
.Me. George Flournoy yesterday re-
turned from a Southern drumming
trip.
Miss Pauline Ilinton has returned
fr (re visng in Memphis, Term.
Mr. J. T. Househokler is visiting
in Mnrganfield, Ky. °
Kiss Alpha Hayes is visiting in
Hardin, Ky.
Mrs. L. P. Holland and children
left yes'erday to sojourn at Dawson.
' MT. Harry Coles has returned from
Mayfield where he attend the funeral
of his grand father.
Mrs. J. K. Burkham and daughters,
Katherine and Mary, have arrived
from Cincinnati to visit
Miss Macon Sebastian of Martin,
Tenn., ha; returned home after visit-
WANTED--Fee V. S. Army;
able-bodiedrlieptsarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good ,character and
temperate habits, who can speak. real
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
.ilfsettmo,d House; Paducah, Ky.
•
WAITED AT ONCE-A good
'German woman to take care of old
lady. Good heme, good wages. Old
Phone 5i9-m. • '
• 
FOR SALE-Fresh milk cow and
calf. Apply to Will Lydon, at Wil-
liansson's marble yard.
WANTED-Room and board for
man. Address A Man, care Register.
WED AT PARIS.
Aims Ada Stephon and Mr. Jacob
Henry ketter United in Marriage.
,......
Yesterday morning Miss Ada
6tephOn and Mr. Jacuh Henry Fetter
,4nirseeed that,pbey had , been ma?,
'rie Xtliscla* et Peels, .Tenn., in the.,
Wrs a thee taldwell"Hotel, by
Slay. rithant,Bcratekin, the Evange1C.-
cal rrtablaber,df'iliheeciey wito accom"-
-gronviettentrern -12,•!- 4her' city. 'The
, couple returned, here th4 evening and
keit yesterday at . noon for ,Lonisville,
IFrench Lick 5prings,eld. , And •other
poires op, tkje,bridaI t ur.
The geciorA., iss eh; well known
butcher .m,eoc,iate.d with his father in
Itise,,husisess, and a popular young
disildw, whik his bride is the winsome
and cultered daughter of Mr. Philip
p'Stf tt4tilii of 'ilriS7 , litioad ;street.C.j 'ots-fite will reside at the brides
Isom on theic-satura- .
• ,et. :s•r• 
' II- *frIliT- CIL
. All partien. haying claims or de-
mands agisinsalksa, Meekie Deinna-
viery Kelfe+,-dereased, will please pre-





Parties having claims against M.
U. Ingram, deceaSeci, will please file
acme properly proven at once,
GEO. RAWLEIGli Executor,
1 ort street.
















Miss Ana Green, Mr. John Breathitt
arid two children, of Hopkinsville,
ace visiting the family of .Micheal
Griffin of .North Sixth near Broad-
way. c,
Miss Kate White next week goes
to Hutchinson. Kan.. to visit her
'Brother, Mr. Herbert White.
Mr. R. C. Smiley, wife and niece






MTS. Chawle*--F.ehneider and sister,
Misa Mamie Stewart, of Lotisville,
are visiting their sister, Mrs. Steve
„reser. 4 , •
.Mrs. G. 'L. Earliett and mother.
Mrs. Ellie Stockeum will 'return to-
morrow from visiting in Muscatine.
Iowa.
who returns
tit week for a
Mrs. Nannie Roark went to Trini-
dad, Cal., yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Scott,
Misses Susie Thompson, Neil Hol-
land, Rena and Fannie Coleman, and
Messrs. Dougllas Bagby, John
Brooks and others, return tomorrow
beam the round trip on the Georgia
Lee to Cincinnati.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. McElratii of
•II•enton, have returned home after
visiting their daughter, Mrs. Dr. Cole-
man.
1/wcion, hluscoe, Henry and Mary
Burnett yesterday we to Cadiz.
Ky., to visit their grand mother,
Mrs. Mary Burnett.
Miss Mabel Jackerm of Flint, Mich.,
and brother Mr. 'Grover Jackson of
here, went to Jackson, Tenn., yester-
r;ay and return tonight.
'Mrs. Musccie Burnett yesterday
went to Henderson. Ky., where she
v•as called by the illness of her father,
Mr. Lucien Dallam.
Mrs. G. H. Haiky of Evansville,
returned home yesterday after visit.




AFTER PLACE HAD BEEN
CLOSED.
Proprietor Bolin Estimates That the
Loss Will Run Close to
Se000. As Result.
Last evening shortly after eight
o'clock fire visited the BOlin grocery
at Sixteenth and Tennessee streets
2.nd partially destroyed the building,
%%like mush the_alitock._.estas
aged. It is estimated by the proprie-
tor that the loss will amount to be-
tween Poo, and $1,000.
The establishment is maintained in
the two story frame building at that
intersection, the store being on the
first floor, while the proprietor re-
sides in the second story. Mr. Bolin
had just closed up for the evening
and gone to his bedrooms, when the
blaze was noticed in the rear of the
fIrst floor, and alarm given. It is
about one mile from the nearest
stationhouse,Tenth and Jones streets,
but the . stationmen got 'their appar-
atus out there unusually quick and
rapidly got under control the blaze.
Finaffyi- it was subdued and com-
pletely extinguished.
The rear end of the first and sec-
ond floors burned out, while the
stock and bedroom furnishings were
damaged to some extent. It was by
good fighting that the entire struc-




IN THE TENT MEETING
ON FIFTH .
Rev. Davenport Took Sick in St.
Louis and Will Not Return Here
UUntil Next Monday.
Rev. IL E. Brassfietd, of .harlow,
last evening filled the pahvit..at- the
South Fifth street tent, meeting, us-
ing "The Prodigel Son' as his theme
for an excellent discount that result-
ed in two additions to the Third
street Methodist church. and many
requests for prayer • being made.
Yesterday morning Dir. Peter Fields
filled the pulpit and Made one of
hie interesting milks without adhering
to any "esnecial topic. Rev. Brass'
field will be in the pipit again this
morning and evening. I
Rev. Davenport, who! has been as-
sisting Rev. Fields, werg bp St. 'Louis
last Saturday tti make !arrangements
of some preening hotline., so he could
return here for an indlefinite stay,
as the meetings are proving so suc-
cessful. their end is a !tone distance
off. While at the Futvre•Orest the
divine took ill and yesterday wired
that his doctor advised him against
returning here right *toy, but in-
structed him to remain in bed a few
days. His telegram announced that
he would be back to fill the pulpit
again Monday morning.
Rev Fields seems to be stirring the
people on the South Side of town in
a most effectual and beneficial man-
ner, as Inuolreds attend each-seevice
and the revival is one of the most
talked of and effective ones recently
conducted in this city, good being
done in all quarters an evidenced by
the numerous conversions 'and the
many congregational acquisitions.
Dry Dock Dewey Safely
In Straits of Malacca.
Penang, Straits Settlements, June
21 -The United States deg. dock
•
Islands. was sighted today in the
Straits of Malacca.
She reported all well.
Blackberry Cordial
We have the egenu-
ine airtiete ; he 054
50c and $1 bote!eir.
W ILICER & CO.,
INCORPORATED„
Druggists Fifth and Wway.
Both Phones 175.
Dirdsville to visit.
Miss Vera Davis yesterday went to
Murray to visit.
Mr. George Crouse of Gettysburg,
Pa., has arrived /sere and taken the
position of 'prescriptionist at Mc-
Pherson's drug store.
IMarketmaster Frank Smedliey and
wife left yesterday for the round trip
to Cincinnati on the Peters Lee.
FIGHTS SUNDAY BOND DEAL.
James L. Gates Invokes the Sabbath
Law in Suit for gro,000.
Milwaukee, Wis., June 21.-In his
allISNNCT to the suit of Albert L.
Brown and William J. Riley, real
state brokers of Boston, Mass.,
James L Gates has raised the ques-
tion of the validity of an agreement
nape, on a Sunday. Brown & Riley
efied to recover $io,00, alleged to
bg due them on an agremsent regard.
ifig the male of certairk bonds in the
Florida Southern railwa c
sued for a divorce by/his wife, who
is now in Chicago. seieral days ago
•Z•f-
4.144,11.144.4*4-s11-te-14
LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF •'•
tt-++++++++.1.1-1-1•++444•4•4 1 1 1 1
-e-Undertaker L. 0. Stevenson
has, at his 'establishment on South
Third street, a Standard bicycle
found lying on she pavement sev-
or.il ago near his stable on
Weelington, between Third and
Fourth streets.
-Mr. George Davis, of the Hick-
ory Crewe section, lost his two
.monoths old son of hives. It was
buried yesterday. On account of no
noctor being in attendance the cor-
oner viewed the remains.
-This afternoon at 4 o'clock the
ladies Mite dgtociety; of the First
Baptist church wil meet with MTS.
E. B. •Richardson, of 320 South
Third street.
-.Yesterday was the longest day
of the -year, *bite- "Thtettritiff -ts
the shortest. It .was the first day of
SIAMMer.
CLAIM CITY HAS BEEN RUINED
Complaint That Hartshorn, I. T., Is
Injured by Excessive Taxes.
Washington, June 21.-Judge J. II
Shepherd, of South McAlester, I. T.,
today urged Secretary Hitchcock to
re-appraise town lots at Hartshorn.
Shepherd says the high appraisernent
made a year ago has practically
ruined the city, and that great in-
jusrice has been done the inhabitants,





Rome, June 21.--The government,
it is reported, will shortly issue or-
ders for the complete exclusion of
American canned meats. Arrange-
ments are being mock to increase
the importation of Argentine beef.
Though American canned meat costs
less than the native product, the
sale of the imported article ha: al-
most stopped.
Immense Oil Well Comes In.
Vincermes, Ind., June 21.-The
largest ail well in the, new. Illinois
field was discovered at t o'clock this
morning on J. M. Buchanan's farm
a half mile from Bridgeport. The
well was struck at a depth of 1.000
feet and is so strong that the road
is overflowed and impale-able. The
coizens spent all night celebrating
with hand and horns, and J. S. Fox,
the driller, was hauled in glory over
the town in a buggy with a rope held
by 200 people. People are flocking
to Brigeport from all directions this
morning and two hundred went by
special train from this city.
Young Proctor Nominated.
Montpelier, Vt., June 2 T .-Fletch
D. Proctor. was nominated by ac-
clamation for governor of Vermont
















DriPittsburg. anIel f:1 Di3; m3.9falling.;
rising
St .Louis, 19.7; rising




The steamer Kentucky got eigt of
the Tennessee river last night" and
lays here until 5 o'clock tomorrow
afternoon before departing on her re-
turn trip.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and leaves immedi-
ately on her return that *ay.
The John S. Hopkins yesterday
went to Evansville and comes back
again tomorrow.
This Morning at 8 o'clock the I
steamer Dick Fowler leaves for Cairo I
and comes back again about to;
The Bottorff gets to Nashville to.
night leaves there tomorrow, and
gets here Sunday.
k 101I CHAU TAU QUA




so Haunts of British
Pocip, 4yetal Mount and Words-
worth   James H. Shaw
2-Ross Oribile, Entertainer.
4-Lecture Recital lames Whit-
come Riley" ... Mise Hemenwsy.
7:30-Concert.
8-Scient;fic Lecture, Radium 





Poets, Brantwoed and Ruskin...
  James H. Shaw
2-"A Man Among Men" 
Dr. I- G. Herbert price-under 6 free.
4-Lecture Recital "The Tempest" I Single admission 25 cents.
  Miss Hemenway Children 15 cents. •
7:30-Concert.
Si-Sontertairunent, Ross Crane, Car.'
toonfet.
41r.day, Jane 24.
2-Address4Lofty Peaks m Ameri-
cen Statfsmanship" 





Individual season tickets can be
secured from the merchants at $2.30.
kThe game ticket at the gate will be
:400. By„iptesenting this tigkeg, at
the gate and so cents additional it
will be made transferable for any
ose's use.
Children's tickets, 6 to Pa, UM
 AM:NM
All Kinds Monuments and Genestl Cemetery Work (Uses
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON' THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : s
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, Idol) TRIMBLE ST., PADUCA.H, KY.
Before Trading Your
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILLIAMS Mint CO
Next to Kentucky Theatre on N crth Fifth street they can a as. yos.
money, and take your old wheel i 11 exchange. WE WANT All UN-
LaliTSSP NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
•
" Remember this is che cheapest house in town on Bicyles and every-
a .tlettinists in our repair shop An work guaranteed. 








Pruuts "NUMPTY miry* ii the
"BLACK DWARF" at %Apt
FRIDAY, JUNE 32 71:
of Saltillo will leave St.
Pow afternoon bound for
/river, reaching here
on.het way lip.
tee passed up yesterday
einnal:. from Memphis.
The Georgia Lee goes down tomor-
row bound for Memphis from Cincin-
nati.
The City of Savannah will pass out
of the Tennessee river tomorrow
bound for St Louis.
The snaghost E. A. Woodruill
passed down the Ohio river few Cairo
yealardri.
The towboat Harvester has arrived
from the upper Ohio rivet with a
row "of Pitsbafg coal for the Weal
*Kentucky Coal company.
‘,t+itei'towbOalt John A, Wood is laid
oPt et tbe-Caseyvilie landing with
griaietbiSP 'We bring enable to get
over flie•"biton seecoemt of low
n nn
Lie .rrriAtIrAertg is toP NI Casey-
rille trehnng other boats over the•bar .1
Captain reter Johnson will return
tornorper from Evansville, Ind., for
lie boat 'Samuel that is enderspaiag








for Bich and Injured Only.
511 SOUTH THIRD STREET:









IT IS the BEST
Coal for wagons:atiElevator B o t h fiT e:1 e plh ones 25 4.
e-oot ot. of est Kentuckv Coal Co.Fsotrit
Incorporated.
